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Advance and Retreat
LT. FRANKLIN COOK RECALLS THE BATTLE OF VALVERDE

Jerry Thompson

A

t the southern end of the pine-shrouded Sangre de Cristo Mountains,
near where the Santa Fe Trail wound through Glorieta Pass, a mass
grave of thirty Confederate soldiers was unearthed in the summer of 1987.
The publicity that followed helped renew an interest in the Civil War in
New Mexico Territory. A flurry of archaeological scholarship brought forth
the grisly details of exactly how the Confederates perished in the Battle of
Glorieta. l
The approach of the centennial of the war more than three decades earlier inspired the first serious scholarship on the Civil War in New Mexico
Territory. Major studies concentrated on the failed 1861-1862 Confederate
invasion. 2 Interest in the conflict also spawned the republication of those
portions of the Official Records of the Union and Confederate Armies relative to the Confederate invasion of the New Mexico Territory as well as a
number ofletters, diaries, journals, and memoirs from soldiers on both sides
of the conflict. 3 Biographies were eventually written on the commanders of
the two armies-the always cautious Gen. Edward Richard Sprigg Canby

Jerry Thompson, a graduate of Pie Town Elementary School and the University of New Mexico,
is Regents Professor of History at Texas A&M International University. He has edited or written more than twenty books on southwestern history and has received numerous awards and
honors. His most recent books include Civil War to the Bloody End: The Life and Times of
Maior General Samuel Peter Heintzelman and Defending the Mexican Name in Texas: A Biography of Juan Nepomuceno Cortina, both forthcoming from Texas A&M University Press.
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and the heavy-drinking and haughty Gen. Henry Hopkins Sibley. Biographies also appeared on Federals including the indefatigable Col. Manuel
Chaves, the chivalrous Capt. Alexander MacRae, and the pompous and
unpredictable Capt. James Graydon. 4 Confederates who caught the eye of
historians included the heroic Col. Tom Green and the high-stepping and
Indian-hating Col. John Robert Baylor. 5 Subsequent journal articles have
evaluated everything from whether the retreating Federals at Fort Fillmore
had whiskey in their canteens in July 1861, prior to their surrender at St.
Augustine Springs, to exactly who guided the "Pikes Peakers" in the destruction of the Rebel supply train in the depths of Apache Canyon during
the Battle ofGlorieta. 6 Other articles described different aspects ofthe battles
of Valverde and Glorieta and even the skirmish at Peralta. 7
In the mid-nineties, a meticulously researched book detailed the Battle
of Valverde as did an equally impressive study of the Confederacy's objectives in the Far West and General Sibley's failure to fulfill those ambitions. s
At the same time, an imaginative study recalled the valiant struggle to create a Confederate Territory ofArizona in the southern part of New Mexico,
including much of what is today Arizona. 9 In 1998 two superbly researched
studies of the pivotal Battle of Glorieta were published. 1O More recently, a
valuable set of recollections written by members of the Confederate Army
of New Mexico also appeared, and General Sibley's valuable letterbook was
discovered and publishedY In

2004

John P. Wilson compiled the scholarly

and indispensable When the Texans Came, a marvelous book containing
hundreds of unpublished letters and documents relating to the war in New
Mexico TerritoryY
Among historically significant documents recently discovered is an article written by Franklin Cook, a young lieutenant from New Hampshire in
the Fifth Infantry, who dramatically recalls the Battle of ValverdeY Lieutenant Cook took part in the bloody battle at Valverde, thirty-two miles south
of the village of Socorro and just north of the rock and adobe bastion of Fort
Craig on the sandy east bank of the Rio Grande, on 21 February 1862. 14 The
turning point came at Valverde when a column of General Sibley's determined Texans led by a resolute Col. Tom Green gallantly charged and seized
an artillery battery commanded by North Carolina loyalist Capt. Alexander
MacRae. Lieutenant Cook's vivid recollections of that pivotal part of the
battle are priceless. Although a number of battle reports and journals, both
Union and Confederate, describe the vicious hand-to-hand combat around
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MacRae's Battery, few were written by individuals as close to the action as
Lieutenant Cook.
Almost six years earlier in October 1855, Otis F. Ham, a native of
Northfield, New Hampshire, a small village north of Concord, lied about
his name and his age and enlisted as Franklin Cook in the Fifth Infantry at
Boston, Massachusetts. A shoemaker by trade, Cook was described as 5 feet
7 inches in height, with blue eyes, light brown hair, and a fair complexion.
Like so many young recruits at the time, Cook was sent to the far Southwest. I5 One year later at Fort Stanton, in what was then Dofia Ana County,
Cook was discovered to be underage and was discharged. Only weeks later,
however, Capt. John Titcomb Sprague recruited him into the Eighth Infantry. Serving at various posts in the Southwest, Cook proved his maturity
and leadership and rose to the rank of first sergeant. Superiors were certain
to have been impressed with his literacy. By the summer of 1860, he was with
seventy-six men of the Eighth Infantry at Hatch's Ranch on the Gallinas
River, southeast of Las Vegas, New Mexico. 16 When the secession crisis engulfed New Mexico and the Southwest early the following year, Cook was
at Fort Fillmore under orders to transfer to Fort Davis, Texas. Shortly thereafter, on 18 February 1861, Sergeant Cook was with Lt. Royal T. Frank's
Company E of the Eighth Infantry on the march down the Rio Grande
when news came that Gen. David Emanuel Twiggs had surprisingly surrendered the entire Department of Texas. Joined by garrisons from Fort Bliss,
Fort Quitman, and Fort Davis, all commanded by Lt. Col. Isaac Van Duzer
Reeve, the column was ordered east to San Anto~io and the Texas coast.
Reduced by sickness and desertion, and straggling to less than 350 men,
Reeve surrendered his command to 1,3°0 zealous Texans under Maj. Earl
Van Dom at San Lucas Spring near Allen's Hill, twenty-four miles west of
San Antonio, on 9 May 1861.17
Sergeant Cook was held under guard on Salado Creek outside of San
Antonio, and later at Camp Verde in the heart of the Hill Country, where
the men were starved, given inadequate clothing, and treated badly. Not
long after the mistreatment began, Cook and two other sergeants, T. D.
Parker and R. E. Ellenwood, escaped in the night and somehow made their
way south across the eastern fringes of the Chihuahuan Desert to the Rio
Grande and into Mexico. Continuing south, they arrived in destitute condition in Tampico, Tamaulipas, where the men sought help from the American consul, Franklin Chase, but were denied any assistance. ls Aided by the
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English consul and a captain of an English steamer, the "gallant men" eventually made their way to Havana, Cuba, where they found passage to New
York. "The privations and hardships they have undergone while making
this long journey ... speak volumes of their worth and soldier-like bearing,"
recorded a surgeon in the army when the men reached New York on 19
October 1861. 19 Only days after reporting for duty at Fort Hamilton in Brooklyn, Cook was commissioned a second lieutenant in the Fifth Infantry and
sent back to New Mexico Territory.
After surviving the Battle of Valverde, Cook was promoted to first lieutenant, and served as regimental quartermaster during Col. Christopher
"Kit" Carson's 1863 campaign against the Navajos and the war against the
Mescalero Apaches the following year. Cook resigned from the military on
20 February 1865, and appears to have settled in Minneapolis, Minnesota,
where he married and raised a family.20
What follows is Lt. Franklin Cook's valuable account of the largest Civil
War battle in New Mexico Territory and the Rocky Mountain West. 2l Little
effort has been made to correct Cook's grammar, although a few missing
words or correct verb tenses have been inserted into the text for clarity.

Cook's Account of the Battle of Valverde
The bargain by which the Stars and Stripes were displaced by the Stars
and Bars over all the forts, garrisons, and arsenals in the State of Texas was
consummated in the spring of 1861. Fort Bliss, located in the extreme northwest corner of the state, had always been under the jurisdiction of the
commander of the Department of New Mexico, but was nevertheless included in the surrender and peacefully handed over to the Texas commissioners on their arrival in April without any demurring on the part of the
United States officials. 22
Acting upon the belief that they were only to be opposed by men who
were either afraid to fight or had no heart in the cause in which they were
enlisted, a mere handful of Texans moved up the Rio Grande from Fort
Bliss in July for the purpose of attempting the capture of Fort Fillmore,
forty-five miles aboveY This fort was garrisoned by a considerable force of
all Regular troops and commanded by Major Isaac Lynde, Seventh United
States Infantry, who, on the approach of this small force of Texans, abandoned Fillmore and retreated in the direction of Fort Stanton. 24 The victors,
highly elated at this unexpected piece of good luck, pursued the fleeing
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soldiers and made them prisoners as they were overtaken, straggling along
the road alone and in small squads, until at last the major, with the main
body, was overhauled and captured at San Augustine Springs, twenty-five
miles from the fort, he making the least possible show of resistance. 25
Colonel Edward R. S. Canby was in command of the Department of
New Mexico, with his headquarters at Santa Fe. 26 He, no doubt, intended to
hold Fort Fillmore, making it his frontier post, and though he had stationed
a sufficiently strong garrison there to hold it for the present against any force
which the enemy could bring against it, not counting on his subordinate
[Lynde] to surrender it to a force so much inferior to his own. 27 Canby, not
having a sufficient number of men at his command to attempt to recapture,
determined for the time being to forfeit all that portion of his department
south of the Jornada del Muerto and strongly fortify Fort Craig, the next
military post northwest of it, concentrate his forces there or near there, to be
prepared to dispute any forward movement of the enterprising enemy, who,
after his success at Fillmore, settled down at Fort Bliss and Mesilla to await
reinforcements from below. 28
All remote posts and outlying stations in New Mexico were at once ordered to be abandoned and their garrisons to take stations along the Rio
Grande, within easy distance of Craig or at the fort itself when all had arrived. 29 The total number of effective men [who] could be thrown into this
fortress in case of emergency was still not more than 1,000, a number totally
inadequate to successfully cope with the force with [which] it was expected
that the enemy would bring '\gainst it. That is, they might be able to hold
the strong fort, but they were too few to repel the invaders and prevent the
country from being overrun by the lawless enemy.30
Authority was obtained from Washington to raise some regiments of New
Mexico volunteers, and the governor called out the militia of the territory to
repel invasion. The volunteers were enlisted, armed, and equipped as rapidly as possible. The whole were assembled in the vicinity of Craig and set
to drilling, in the hope to make tolerable soldiers of them by the time their
services would be actually needed. Vain hopes, however, as the sequel proved.
A Southern Military District was created with headquarters at Craig, and
Lt. Col. Benjamin S. Roberts, Third Cavalry, was assigned to the command. 31
Throughout the fall and early winter of 1861-62, Colonel Roberts kept himself well informed of the movements of the enemy at Fort Bliss and Mesilla
by means ofspies. 32 They were receiving reinforcements occasionally, and it
became certain that they would move up the river as soon as they thought
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themselves strong enough to warrant the risk. There being no regular artillery in the department, it was necessary to supply the deficiency by making
a detail of picked men from several companies till the number required to
work six pieces of cannon was obtained. Captain Alexander McRae, Third
Cavalry, was assigned to the command, with Lieutenants Lyman Mishler,
Fifth Infantry, and Joseph McC. Bell, of the volunteers, as subordinates. 33
The twenty-four pounder howitzers at the fort were also manned and placed
under the command of Lieutenant R. H. Hall, Tenth Infantry.34
The walls of the fort were strengthened and a long ditch dug around the
whole, lunettes at the northern and southern angles commanded by ditches,
and knolls in the vicinity of the fort had earthworks erected on them, which
in case of an attack would have made a most formidable means of defense. 35
Companies were assigned to defend each earthwork, to which they would
repair at all alarms, which soon began to occur nightly and sometimes as
often as three or four times in a single night. In short, pending the expected
attack, everything at the fort was put and kept in the best possible condition.
Drilling and reconnoitering by day and by night, both officers and men
slept in their clothing, with their arms by their sides ready for use at a
moment's warning.
The men being nearly all of the Regular Army were rather pleased than
otherwise at the prospect of a struggle with the Texans, for they felt a little
chagrined at the poor record which the Regulars at Fillmore had made, and
they wanted an opportunity to wipe out the stain and also revenge themselves on the Texan troops for their audacity. For myself I had been treacherously surrendered to these same troops a little less than a year before in
Texas, had escaped from them, and with a good deal of danger and suffering
succeeded in getting North. They had held me a prisoner for about four
months, and I had experienced considerable ill usage at their hands. It was,
therefore, with keen satisfaction that I anticipated a meeting with them again,
this time, however, associated with comrades who did not propose to surrender the arms in their hands to the first rabble who demanded them; on
the contrary, intended to keep and use them until the enemy had demonstrated his ability to take them or until he had surrendered to them.
About January 1 [1862], it was known that the main body of the Texans
were encamped at Mesilla and a forward movement was soon to be made.
Scouting parties from each side often met and exchanged a few shots, but
did little damage to each other. 36 February 1 brought Colonel Canby and
staff, when he assumed the command, and soon thereafter it was known
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that Brigadier General H. H. Sibley, Confederate States Army, had arrived
at Mesilla with reinforcements, had taken command of the Texan forces
numbering 1,5°0, had broken camp at Mesilla and was slowly moving up
the river toward usY We had been sufficiently vigilant before, but we were
doubly so now, and owing to this, surprise was utterly impossible by any foe,
however active.
The enemy doubtless was well informed of the state of the defenses at
Craig, also, the vigilance and discipline of the garrison, for he made no
attempt to surprise us, while he gave our stronghold a wide berth in his
passage up the country.J8 When he reached the little town of Paraje, six
miles south of the fort, he crossed the river and proceeded to make a detour
of some dozen miles or more, so as to avoid passing too near the fort. J9 In
doing this it was necessary to cut a new road through a very rough country,
composed chiefly of sand drifts and lava beds. This work was exceedingly
laborious and difficult and they were some four or five days making the
passage, all this time suffering much for water, for there was none to be
found except in the river and this, from the roughness of the country, could
only be approached at a few points, and these Canby kept well guarded.
Opposite Craig, on the east side of the river, is a long range of high bluffs
composed mostly of rough, broken, volcanic rocks. Beyond these the country is less rocky, but rough and uneven, for a mile or so, gradually rising by
a series of terrace-like sand drifts, until [it] reached the height of the surrounding country.
Along the summit of these sand drifts, the Texans were toiling on February 20. Canby was aware of their sufferings from thirst, and feared that they
might attempt to get to the river by occupying the rocky bluffs opposite the
fort, in which case they would easily throw shell across and annoy us a good
deal. Beside, if he once got there it would be almost impossible for us with
our small force to dislodge him. So Canby crossed in force and occupied
the bluffs himself. When they were secured he sent forward a strong line of
skirmishers under Captain H. R. Selden, Fifth Infantry, who advanced to
within a few hundred yards ofthe enemy and opened fire on them; but he
did not accept the challenge or return the fire, except with his artillery,
which, posted on the summit of the sand hills, kept up a furious cannonade
for several hours, directing his fire chiefly at those who occupied the rocky
bluffs, and although he must have fired some two or three hundred shots,
the only damage done was to slightly wound one man on the cheek, he
being hit by a piece of flying lava splintered from a rock by the concussion
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of a shot. 40 Our men slept among the rocks that night and all avenues of
approach to the river were strongly guarded.
It was evident from the direction in which the enemy [was] steering that
he contemplated striking the river again on the twenty-first at Valverde, six
miles above the fort; indeed, this was the nearest point where the river was
accessible from that side without great difficulty, if at all. 41 Early on the
morning of the twenty-first, therefore, our two batteries, with small supporting columns of infantry, were dispatched to Valverde. The Texan advance
and our artillery with their supporting columns must have arrived there
nearly simultaneously; at any rate there were few, if any of the enemy, who
succeeded in getting to the water until after the battle was over.
The general course of the Rio Grande is south, but just at Valverde it
makes a sharp bend to a right angle and for one-half mile or more runs due
[west], when it is again bent to the south by meeting some high rocky bluffs.
Between these two bends in the river the Texan advance attempted to approach the water, but were immediately fired upon and driven back by our
batteries, which were posted on the opposite side, one near each bend. 41
Shortly after this the Texan battery arrived, took position on the opposite
side, and for an hour or more a sharp artillery duel was carried on, but
without a great deal of damage being done or any very decided advantage
gained by either side.
Captain Selden's column of infantry, about 800 strong, consisting of
detachments of the Fifth and Seventh Infantry, with two good companies of
Colorado volunteers, had spent the night among the rocks of the bluffs opposite the fort. They were withdrawn about 8:00 AM and ordered to repair in
haste to Valverde, where they arrived about 9:30 AM, and soon afterwards the
main body of the enemy were seen some two miles distant winding their
way around the bluffs, their bright gun barrels glistening in the bright morning sun, while they toiled along through the sand drifts approaching the
scene of conflict.
If you take a point over half a mile up the river from where it bends to the
[west] and an equal distance down, then connect these two points by a straight
line, you will enclose the whole space where the Battle of Valverde was
fought, won, and lost. Four-fifths of this space was covered by a growth of
large cottonwood trees and in parts a thick underbrush. On the side towards
the fort there were fewer trees and no underbrush. When Selden's command arrived, and while the men were marching past the bend in the river,
the Texan battery opened on them with a plenteous shower of grape and
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canister; but the guns of the Texans were trained too high, and as the men
were covered with leaves and twigs cut from the trees above them, not a
man was hit by a shot. Two or three strong columns of New Mexican volunteers and militia were sent to the scene, but as they had little or nothing to
do with the fighting but little need be said of them.
Colonel Canby remained at the fort, giving the command of the forces
at Valverde to Colonel Roberts, who directed Selden to take his command
to the ford above the bend in the river, and crossing, deploy them as skirmishers, move forward and clear the woods of the enemy. McRae's battery
crossed after Selden and went into a position just inside the bend, and threw
shell into the woods ahead of the skirmish line as it advanced. The enemy
threw out a line of skirmishers, which, however, quickly retired before ours.
The two flanks of our line moved forward at a quicker rate than the center,
so this, by the time we had advanced four or five hundred yards, made our
line a semi-circle. The right of our line came upon the Texas battery with its
support, one thousand strong, posted behind a rough, hastily-constructed
breastwork made by piling together rocks and cottonwood logs. The Texans
were too strongly posted to be at once dislodged by our small force, so a halt
was sounded. The men were directed to cover themselves as well as possible
and continue to fire as often as they could see anything to shoot at.
The Texans could not work their guns, the men being obliged to take
refuge behind the breastwork to avoid our fire. Their battery horses were all
killed or taken out of range. The enemy had all the advantage here, for it
was rare that we could get a fair shot at one of them, while we could not so
well cover ourselves. Their bullets whistled about our ears and several of
our men were killed ~nd wounded. A sergeant of Captain [Peter William
Livingston] Plympton's company of the Seventh Infantry, with six men, came
up and reported to me, having lost their commandY While the sergeant
was calling my attention to his waist-belt, which a moment before had been
torn in two by a Minie bullet, I heard a dull noise not unlike that produced
by throwing a small pebble forcibly into deep water, when he suddenly
threw his arms about me, exclaiming: "Lieutenant, you are shot!" and falling to the ground instantly expired. The bullet had passed through the brave
fellow's heart.
I have spoken of the semi-circular form of our line. My company was on
the extreme right. The adjutant, Lieutenant [Allen Latham] Anderson, being on the left and wishing to communicate some order to me, instead of
going around by the rear of the line rode directly across from wing to wing,
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and in so doing passed within twenty yards of the Texan breastwork, all the
time not only exposed to their fire, but also to that of our own men. 44 Strange
to say, both he, and his horse escaped until he reached the spot where I was
standing, when his horse was struck in the hip by a bullet and began to
struggle furiously, and in doing so tramped upon a poor fellow lying at the
roots of a tree with a shot through his body. The wounded man cried out
piteously: "Gh, keep him off me for I am wounded!" And while we were
endeavoring to protect the man another shot struck the animal in the head
and killed him.
While the bullets were falling around us the thickest I could not help
smiling at a young German of my company who was struck by a shot in the
left shoulder, but not very badly hurt. He looked at the hole in his coat for a
moment, and then when he saw the blood come trickling through it, seemed
to grow very angry, and instead of leaving the field or calling for help, he
shouted out towards the enemy: "Wot for you do dat? Damn you, I pay you
for dat," and he went on loading and firing with great rapidity, all the time
scolding and swearing at the enemy, now in English, and then in German!
This state of affairs continued for an hour or more, when suddenly we
discovered a large body of troops coming in on our right. It took but a glance
to see that they were Texans, and our right flank was turned and the sooner
we got back out of that situation the better for us. Retreat was at once sounded
and executed in good order, although the enfilading fire to which we were
now subjected caused us here to sustain our heaviest loss. The bullets literally rained about us. Zip! Zip! was the sound you heard continually, while
the numberless little clouds of dust rising from the earth all about told where
the shots had struck.. Calls for assistance from our wounded comrades constantly greeted our ears. Many times I heard the prayer, "Gh, I am wounded
and cannot walk; don't leave me to be taken prisoner!" We succeeded in
carrying away most of our wounded. Reaching the river again we were ordered to lie down behind a sand bank, expecting that the enemy would
soon advance in his turn, but he did not come immediately.
A man of my company named Huston [Joseph Hudson] now came to
me to inquire the location of the hospital. I told him it was two miles down
the river and then inquired what he wanted of it; he said that he was wounded
and pointed to his forehead to indicate the spot. I looked for his wound, but
only succeeded in finding a small swelling, which looked as though it might
have been produced by a slight blow. I heard no more of him until the next
day, when I found him in a dying condition in the hospital at the fort. The
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bullet had entered from behind and passing directly through his head lodged
just beneath the skin in his forehead, producing the swelling I had noticed;
still, after leaving me he had been able unaided to walk the two miles to the
hospital wagons.
When our skirmish line was first formed, its right was near the bend in
the river where it changes its course to the eastward, and if this flank had
been instructed to keep to the river as it advanced - the balance of the line
to have been governed by it-no such a disaster as the turning of our right
could have happened. Instead of this being done, as the line advanced it
drew away from the river, and by the time it had encountered the enemy's
breastwork there was an unprotected interval between our right and the
river of at least one-fourth of a mile. The enemy was quick to take advantage
of this error, and sent the column through and turn"ed our flank and made
us retreat. Hall's battery commanded this interval, of course, but the underbrush was so thick that the movement of the enemy was not detected until
too late to prevent it.
The morning had been fine and quite warm, so we all came away without our overcoats, but about noon the weather changed; it became very
cold, a frozen sleet falling for nearly all the afternoon; we suffered extremely
from cold. About 3:00 PM Colonel Canby and staff arrived. He assumed
command and at once proceeded to make new dispositions, at which we
were all well pleased, for we had been standing still in one position now for
some two hours and were all very impatient. Colonel [Kit] Carson's regi" ment was stationed below the bend in the river facing eastward. 45 To his left
was [Col. Miguel K] Pino, the militia commander, with his forces. 46 Hall's
battery, which remained all day in one p?sition, was moved to the front
across the river. McRae's battery was moved one-fourth of a mile up the
river and advanced a little. In its front was a small cleared space of perhaps two acres, beyond which the woods were thick, but the enemy could
be seen moving among the trees in considerable force, and it was known
that he had some movement which was soon to be made. McRae began to
shell them, and at this moment the report came that Hall's battery was
threatened. Canby fearing that, in case of a charge upon Hall, Pino's regiment of militia would not stand its ground (there being but two small
companies of Regulars with it) detached three companies of the Fifth
Infantry-B, 0, and F -under Captain [Benjamin] Wingate to go in
double-quick to its reliefY
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This was a fatal error, for no sooner had these troops been sent away than
a body of the enemy, 1,000 strong, was seen to emerge from the woods into
the clearing in front of McRae, making directly for him. He double-loaded
his guns with grape and canister and fired as rapidly as possible on the advancing foe, but the distance was so short that the pieces were aimed too
high and did no execution. Right on they came in spite of opposition, yelling like so many denizens of the infernal regions who had just made their
escape. Armed with double-barreled shotguns, six-shooters, and bowie knives,
they waited until at short range, when they discharged their shotguns at the
artillerists with murderous effect. Then when their guns were empty they
threw them away and mixed with the men at the cannon in a hand-to-hand
encounter, using their pistols and knives. 48
Our men did all that flesh and blood could do to save their battery, but
the odds [were] more than four to one against them, and therefore in a fight
of this kind but one termination was possible. Those who were not killed or
wounded were driven with their supporters into the river together. Many
were shot in the water while crossing and their bodies were carried away by
the current. Those who escaped, when they reached the other side, reformed
their ranks and marched away towards the fort, their own guns hurling shot
and shell after them to expedite their movements.
When Canby saw that McRae's battery was to be charged by the enemy
he sent a hasty order for Wingate to return, but by the time that officer got
the order he had all that he could attend to in repulsing a squadron of
cavalry that was charging him. They came on in a gallop with drawn sabers,
making the woods resound with their customary demoniac yells. They, no
doubt, expected to scare the bluecoats into taking to their heels for safety,
but that battalion happened to be made up of the kind of material that does
not do that sort of fighting. They stood their ground until the enemy was
within fifty yards of them when the captain's voice rang out clear and sharp,
"Fire!" and the report which followed was as if one man had pulled all the
triggers at once.
When the smoke cleared away we looked for one moment at the heap of
dead and wounded horses and men, but saw no enemy to oppose us. A
second order to return now came from Canby, almost instantly followed by
another saying that the battery was done and for us to fall back across the
river as quickly as possible. Wingate, instead of obeying this order, wheeled
his [company] into line facing towards the captured battery and was about
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to charge in and attempt its recapture when he was hit and mortally wounded
by a stray shot. 49
Colonel Kit Carson's regiment of New Mexicans was looked upon as
being the best of the newly raised troops, being officered largely by old soldiers and having a good sprinkling of Americans in their ranks. This regiment, as I have said, was posted to the left of Hall's battery (but Pino's
intervened), facing eastward, [and] consequently was in an excellent position to have charged the men who captured McRae's battery. They were
eyewitnesses to that charge, and also the cavalry charge which was repulsed
by Wingate, for this happened almost in front of them. They were ordered
to fire on the advancing cavalry, and a few of them obeyed, but the greater
part of them turned and fled across the river, many of them throwing away
their guns, still loaded, that their flight may not be impeded.
Colonel Carson and some of his officers did their best to make the men
stand their ground, but all to no purpose. Especially noticeable and praiseworthy was the conduct of the chaplain of the regiment Padre Taladrin, a
Catholic priest, who, forgetting his peaceful calling, beat his panic-stricken
countrymen over their heads and shoulders and with an iron ramrod, while
he swore at them in Spanish in a most unclerical, but soldier-like manner,
calling them all sorts of cowards and threatening them with eternal punishment for running away. But they were more afraid of those Texans than they
were of him or his threats. They all rushed pell-mell into the river and
crossed, Pino's militia having preceded them, this scare and flight all being
caused by the mere knowledge that McRae's battery was taken and not because any enemy threatened them.
If Wingate had not been hit and had been able to make his intended
attempt to recapture the guns, there was a fair chance of success attending
him. His battalion was only about 150 strong, but it was composed of good,
reliable, and determined men, and if this force had come unexpectedly on
the Texans just as they had succeeded in driving the artillerymen and their
supporters into the river, at short range to have delivered their fire and then
charged with their bayonets, it could hardly have failed to have taken those
dearly-bought cannon from the Texans-for it must be remembered that
these latter, now that they had discharged and thrown away their shotguns
and emptied their six-shooters, had very slim means of defense. But this was
not to be.
Wingate's fall placed [me] in command of the battalion, [I] immediately
began to retreat, and it was high time, if [I] wished to escape capture, for
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these men were now the only Union troops on this side of the river. Soon a
body of the Texan infantry, four or five times [our] number, came bearing
down upon [us]. Still there was no undue haste in [our] retreat. [We] moved
steadily to the rear towards the river, loading as [we] went. When the pieces
were all loaded, the order to "About face" would be given and [our] fire
would be delivered. Then [we] would again move to the rear, stubbornly
contesting every foot of ground. The enemy evidently did not care to come
into too close quarters with [us], for [our] fire was well-directed, and at every volley a score or more of the Texans were seen to fall. 50
The enemy's fire was generally too high, and although his missiles came
in showers they, for the most part, cut the air harmlessly above our heads.
We came to the river just at the bend where the water was the depth of the
shoulders and the current very swift and strong. Here we halted until the
wounded captain [Wingate] had been gotten safely across, then the men
locked arms and gained the opposite bank just as their foes reached the
river on the other side, to whom we gave a parting volley and then marched
away towards the fort with our ranks all reformed and feeling much like
men who were running away from troops whom we had whipped.
Captain McRae, when he sawall his battery was lost beyond all hope,
drew his pistol and calmly seated himself on one of his guns, defending it
until he was shot dead. He was a native of the old North State and had been
strongly importuned by his family and friends to throw up his commission
and go with his state into secession. But resisting alike their threats and
blandishments he preferred to remain true to the government that had educated and protected him and which he had sworn to defend. 51
Lieutenant Mishler, emulating his superior's example, stood by his gun
until shot dead by a Texan major, whom Mishler also took along with him
for company to the "misty shore." Lieutenant Bell, the other artillery officer, escaped with several bullet holes in his clothing. 52 Orderly Sergeant
[John] Knox, of the battery, saved many lives and rendered the captured
guns of little use to the captors by firing his pistol into the ammunition
wagon and blowing it up, thus destroying the ammunition and his own life
together.
Much adverse criticism of Canby's management was indulged in by
some. 53 He was blamed for remaining at the fort so many hours walking
about and smoking his cigar, with the thunder of the contending artillery
sounding in his ears. I think that the true solution of this is to be found in
his perfect and well-merited confidence in Colonel Roberts. This able of-
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ficer had done more towards preparing for the present occasion than anyone else, and Canby (whom all knowing him will agree was the soul of
justice and generosity) wished to give his faithful subordinate a chance to
carry out his plans, unhindered and unembarrassed by a superior.
He was also blamed for changing Roberts' plans when he did come, but
ifhe had been allowed five minutes more to have perfected those changes,
the battery would not probably have been taken whel1 it was. The change in
position, the assault and capture occurred in an almost incredible short
space of time, much shorter than one who did not witness it could readily
be induced to believe. It was like a chess player who moves a piece to an
exposed square, intending to support it there the next move, but to his chagrin sees it snatched instantly away by his adversary's knight, which unperceived by him, had commanded that square. If all the facts were fully known
and given their proper weight, I think Canby would be fully acquitted of
any blame of a serious nature.
Roberts himself did not escape censure from some quarters. 54 He was
charged among other things with disobeying his instructions in bringing
on an engagement when he was specially ordered by Canby not to do this,
but merely to keep the Texans away from the water. The fallacy of this is
apparent. How was he to obey one part of this without disobeying the other,
if (as certain was the case) the Texans were determined to get to the river at
any cost?
The mistake at Valverde was made when the river was crossed by a force
of reliable men numbering less than one-third as many as the foe whom
they went to attack. If that deep, wide, rapidly flowing river had been in
McRae's front instead of his rear when his battery was charged, what a dif- .
ference it would have made in his favor! Besides, there never was the slightest advantage to be gained by crossing the river to attack the enemy and
everything to be lost! Our infantry and artillery, posted on our own side of
the river and as well protected as the means there at hand would permit,
could have kept the enemy from the water till doomsday with an extremely
small amount of danger to themselves. Why this place was not adopted is a
question I have ·often asked, but have never had answered and probably
never will.
It was said that before the assaulting party of Texans were started on their
perilous charge, they were called to the commissariat and plied with whiskey until they were in a state of semi-intoxication, so as to render them the
more desperate and regardless of danger. It was an undoubted fact that Sibley,
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their general, had got the start of them in that respect by some hours, for I
have since been told by one of his own men that on this occasion Sibley
supported himself by holding on to a wagon wheel, telling them to "go in
boys and give them hell!"
A flag of truce was sent the next morning and under it our dead, amounting to about 115, were procured and brought into the fort. Owing to the
extremely cold weather and to the shameless fact that they had all been
stripped of their clothing by their adversaries, they were all frozen stiff, with
their limbs in all manner of positions, making them look in the wagons like
loads of very knotty gnarled wood. A large room was prepared to receive
them, and when they were all in it presented a picture, once seen, never to
be forgotten. Every face was once as familiar to me as "household words,"
but with their features distorted, their bodies mangled, dirt-begrimed and
bent into every conceivable shape, they were almost unrecognizable. Oh, it
was a sickening spectacle! And what an instance of "man's inhumanity to
man." A separate coffin was made for each and an inscribed board placed at
the head of each grave.
Later in the day, on the twenty-second, a deputation from Sibley came
in and demanded the surrender of the fort, which was of course refused.
Canby told them that if they were as short of clothing as their actions seemed
to indicate, and in the future any of his men were unfortunate enough to
fall beneath their arms, he would engage to give them a new suit of clothing
for every dead body which they would bring him the clothing on in which
the victim fell. General Sibley, probably not fancying the look of things
about Craig, concluded not to attempt its capture now, but to commit a
greater mistake by proceeding on up the country, leaving this still unconquered force in his rear to follow him up wherever they chose to do so.
Foolish man, as the sequel proved him. 55
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(Socorro, N.Mex.: Socorro County Historical Society, 1973); and Durwood Ball,
"Fort Craig, New Mexico, and the Southwest Indian Wars, 1854-1884," New Mexico
Historical Review 73 (April 1998): 153-73. For a rather inadequate book-length study,
see F. Stanley, Fort Craig (Pampa, Tex.: Pampa Print Shop, 1963)'

29. Fort Breckenridge, on the north bank of Aravaipa Creek at the junction of the San
Pedro River in what is today southern Arizona, was abandoned and burned on

10

July 1861. Located on a small plateau on the right bank of the Sonoita River to the
south of Fort Breckenridge, Fort Buchanan was evacuated and burned on 23 July

1861, and the garrison marched for the Rio Grande. I. N. Moore to E. D. Townsend,
1 September 1861, in William S. Grant v. United States, Court of Claims, no. 1833,
Records of the United States Court of Claims, Record Group 123, National Archives, Washington, D.C. [hereafter RG 123, NA]. The Confederates at Mesilla,
who were temporarily under the command of Albert Sidney Johnston, seriously
contemplated trying to capture the retreating Federals. See Baylor, Into the Far
Wild Country, 191-92; and A. S. Johnston to J. R. Baylor, 27 August 1861, letter in
private collection of John Keck.

30. A thorough analysis of the Confederate Army of New Mexico by Martin H. Hall
places 2,590 men in the Sibley Brigade at the time of the Battle of Valverde. Hall,
Confederate Anny of New Mexico, 23. John M. Taylor places Federal numbers at
3,801. Taylor, Bloody Valverde, 124.
31. Stone-faced, fifty-one-year-old Vermonter Lt. Col. Benjamin Stone Roberts was a
seasoned veteran of the Mexican War and 1835 \Vest· Point graduate. At various times,
Roberts had been a lawyer, engineer, inventor, and geologist. At the Battle of Valverde,
he would command the Fifth New Mexico Volunteers and the Federal cavalry. See
Taylor, Bloody Valverde, 37; and Heitman, Historical Register, 1:835·
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32- On 22 December 186i, Colonel Canby's most able spy, Capt. James "Paddy"
Graydon, had watched from a mountain near Hart's Mill as nine hundred Texans,
recently arrived at Fort Bliss, rode north into the Mesilla Valley. At least two priests,
Manuel Chavez at Las Cruces and Marfa de Jesl1s Cabeza de Vaca at Mesilla, were
also providing Union authorities with information on the movement of the Confederates. Graydon's second lieutenant, the daring Juan Arroyo, had also spied on
the Confederates in the Mesilla Valley. Thompson, Desert Tiger, 28-29.
33· North Carolina-born Capt. Alexander MacRae (not McRae) joined the Mounted
Rifles upon his graduation from West Point in 1851 and served at a number of posts
in South Texas including Forts Merrill, Ewell, Inge, and Clark. After obtaining a
leave to visit Europe in 1856, he returned to the frontier and was stationed at Fort
Union, Cantonment Burgwin, and Fort Craig. See Grinstead, Destiny at Valverde.
Various historical sources, including this account by Franklin Cook, refer to the
captain as McRae. However, according to the family today, the correct spelling of
the last name is MacRae. James C. MacRae to Jerry Thompson (enclosing miscellaneous undated newspaper clippings), 21 September 1999.
From Pennsylvania and the West Point class of 1860, Lt. Lyman Mishler was
Captain MacRae's subaltern. Mishler's artillery company had been formed from
companies of the Second and Third Cavalry early in November 1861. Taylor, Bloody
Valverde, 58, 91; and Heitman, Historical Register, 1:715. Lt. Joseph McLellan Bell
was attached to MacRae's six-gun battery. Heitman, Historical Register, 1:208; and
Taylor, Bloody Valverde, 50.
34- Lt. Robert H. Hall, Tenth Infantry, commanded a portion of the Union artillery on
the Federal far right at Valverde. From Illinois and the West Point class of 1860, the
twenty-four-year-old Hall was in command of two, twenty-four-pound howitzers,
the heaviest Federal artillery in the battle. Severely wounded at the Battle of Petersburg in 1864, Hall recovered from his wound to become a brigadier general during
the Spanish American War. Taylor, Bloody Valverde, 50; and Heitman, Historical
Register, 1=490.
35· On fortifications, see Peggy A. Gerow, ed., Guardian of the Trail: Archeological and
Historical Investigations at Fort Craig (Santa Fe: Bureau of Land Management, 2004),
36. On 25-26 September 1861, Confederates under Capt. Bethel Coopwood attacked a
company of New Mexico volunteers commanded by Capt. John H. Minks at Canada
Alamosa, a small village forty miles downriver from Fort Craig. In the fighting,
four Federals were killed, six were wounded, and twenty-five captured, among them
Captain Minks and 2d Lt. Matias Medina. All the Federals were paroled except for
the two officers. The following day, after the Confederates had gone into camp in
a cottonwood grove on the banks of the Rio Grande fifteen miles upriver from Fort
Thorn (identified only as E Company Grove), the Rebels were attacked by a pursuing force of 101 Federals from Fort Craig commanded by Capt. Robert M. Morris.
The Confederates lost two men killed and eight wounded while the Federals lost
three men wounded. Both sides retreated following the fight. John H. Minks to
Canby, 29 September 1861, p. 26, vol. 4, ser. I, OR; Robert M. Morris to H. R.
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Selden, 19 September 1861, pp. 29-31, vol. 4, ser. I, OR; Bethel Coopwood to Baylor,
29 September 1861, pp. 31-32, vol. 4, ser. I, OR; and Mesilla Times, 1 January 1862.
Brig. Gen. Henry Hopkins Sibley, youngest son of Samuel Hopkins Sibley and
Margaret I. McDonald, was born at Natchitoches, Louisiana, on 25 May 1816. After
attending the Grammar School of Miami University at Oxford, Ohio, he was able,
largely through the influence of his well-known grandfather, Dr. John Sibley, to
secure an appointment at West Point. Commissioned a second lieutenant in the
Second Dragoons, he first saw action in Florida against the Seminoles. During the
Mexican War, he was breveted for heroism. He spent five years on the Texas frontier, was involved in Bleeding Kansas, and served in the 1857-1858 expedition against
the Mormons in Utah Territory. Sent to New Mexico, Sibley was with Maj. E. R. S.
Canby during the 1860 Navajo Campaign. See Thompson, Henry Hopkins Sibley.
Cook makes no mention of the confrontation that occurred on the plain south of
the fort on 16 February 1862. At one o'clock in the afternoon, the Rebel army suddenly appeared in force on the plain south of the fort, offering battle. Sibley's strategy was to avoid a bloody assault on the fort. But when Canby refused to advance,
and after a few shots were exchanged at long distance, the Texans drew off. Four
days later, Sibley made the decision to bypass the fort by fording the river at Paraie,
and reentering the valley at Valverde, a well-known ford four miles upriver from
the fort. Thompson, Desert Tiger, 33-34; Chacon, Legacy of Honor, 165; and Las
Vegas Gazette, 1 September 1877.
In 1860 the village ofParaje, on the east bank of the Rio Grande, had a population
of 196. After the Confederate retreat to the Mesilla Valley in April and May 1862,
Confederate Capt. Thomas Orville Moody, realizing that the spring flood made
any contact between Fort Craig and the outpost impractical, launched a horse
stealing raid across the dreaded Jornada del Muerto against the village. When Captain Moody became violently ill from drinking alkaline water from a small pool on
the Jornada, he had to be left behind and Lt. Isaac G. Bowman pushed ahead to
demand the immediate and unconditional surrender of Paraje. When the Federal
commander Capt. Joseph G. Tilford refused, a brief fight ensued-the last skirmish of the Civil War in New Mexico Territory. See Douglas K. Boyd, Interim
Report on Archeological Investigations at Para;e (de Fra Cristobal) LA 1124 (Amarillo, Tex.: U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, 1986), 15-16;
and Thompson, Westward the Texans, 35-36.
From Vermont and the West Point class of 1843, Capt. Henry Raymond Selden had
been sent to help occupy the heights opposite the fort on the morning of February
19, but was withdrawn and led eight companies of regular infantry, roughly 640
men, in the fighting on the Union left during the battle. Promoted to major and
still in the territory, he died of compli~ations of the flu in February 1865. Fort
Selden, on the east bank of the Rio Grande just north of Dona Ana, was named in
his honor. Taylor, Bloody Valverde, 52.
At an elevation of 4,887 feet and some two and one-half miles upriver from Fort
Craig, the volcanic-crowned Mesa del Contadero, two miles by two and one-half
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miles in size, was commonly called Black Mesa. Rising to a height of three hundred feet above the river, the mesa protrudes several hundred yards into the valley
of the Rio Grande and overlooks the Valverde battlefield. For an aerial view of the
mesa, see Meketa, Legacy of Honor, 147.
42. Maj. Charles L. Pyron and Company B of the Second Texas Mounted Rifles actually reached the river unscathed. It was not until later that the artillery arrived on
the scene. At the end of the campaign, Pyron was promoted to lieutenant colonel.
Thompson, ed., Civil War in the Southwest, 25, 149.
43. At Valverde Plympton commanded a battalion consisting of Companies C and F
of the Seventh Infantry and A and H of the Tenth Infantry. On the far left during
the fighting, Co. F of the Seventh Infantry suffered 71 percent casualties, the highest in the battle. Plympton was breveted a major for gallantry and meritorious service at Valverde and to lieutenant colonel for his bravery at Peralta on 15 April 1862.
He died on

II

August 1866. See Heitman, Historical Register, 1:795. Federal forces

numbered 3,801, including 1,690 regulars. Union casualties in the battle numbered

100 killed and 160 wounded. Capt. William Mortimore's Company A of the Third
New Mexico Volunteers (48 percent) and Capt. James "Santiago" Hubbell's Company B of the Fifth New Mexico Volunteers (55 percent) also suffered heavy casualties in supporting MacRae's Battery. The only other Federal companies to suffer
similar casualties were Capt. Theodore Dodd's Colorado Volunteers (56 percent)
and the men defending the battery (53 percent). Taylor, Bloody Valverde, 97, 124,
13 8-39, 142·
44. From Ohio and the West Point class of 1859, Anderson was breveted to major for
gallantry at Valverde. Anderson ended the war as a colonel in command of the
Eighth California Infantry. He resigned on 7 January 1867. Heitman, Historical
Register, I:l63.
45. Renowned scout and Indian fighter, Col. Christopher "Kit" Carson ably commanded the First New Mexico Volunteers at Valverde. Later in the war, Carson
was responsible for subduing the Navajos and Mescalero Apaches. He was breveted to brigadier general and died at Boggsville, Colorado on 23 May 1868. Biographies of the famous frontiersman abound.
46. Col. Miguel Pino, not to be confused with his brother Col. Nicolas Pino who led
the Second New Mexico Militia, led the 590 men of the Second New Mexico
Volunteers. The Pinos had resisted Gen. Stephen Watts Kearny's occupation of the
territory in 1846, but by the time of the Texan invasion, they had become loyal to
the United States. Col. Miguel Pino's men, who were responsible for a near riot at
Belen in July 1861, skirmished with the Texans opposite Fort Craig on 20 February
and escorted the ammunition train from Fort Craig to Valverde on the afternoon of
the battle. Although one company and part of another did cross the Rio Grande,
Pino's regiment was widely criticized, especially by Canby, for failing to reinforce
the Federals on the east bank and save MacRae's battery. Although many of the
men returned to the regiment after the battle, 129 were declared deserters. Taylor,

Bloody Valverde, 116, 144.
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47. Originally from Indiana, Capt. Benjamin Wingate had served as a corporal and
sergeant in the Mounted Rifles during the Mexican War before being promoted to
second lieutenant in June 1848. Wingate served at Valverde with his Fifth United
States Infantry. Heitman, Historical Register, 1:105°.
48. There are several versions of the fierce hand-to-hand fighting around MacRae's
battery. All agree that Captain MacRae, despite a shattered right hand, bravely
fought to the death. Some believe he was shot in the head by Maj. Samuel A.
Lockridge, who along with Lt. Col. John S. Sutton of the Texans, also died at the
guns. One eyewitness remembered a Texan screaming at MacRae, "Surrender,
MacRae, we don't want to kill you," and MacRae replying, "I shall never forsake
my guns." One soldier said Lockridge, who had promised his men he would "make
his wife a shimmy" from the flag waving over Fort Craig, placed his hand on one of
the cannon and shouted, "This is mine!" at the very moment he was fatally wounded.
Hall, Sibley's New Mexico Campaign, 99-101; Taylor, Bloody Valverde, 88-91; and
Frazier, Blood and Treasure, 163-64, 173-76.
49. Wingate came close to recapturing MacRae's battery during the battle. In the fierce
fighting, Wingate was badly wounded by an artillery round and died of his wounds
at Fort Craig on 1 June. Fort Fauntleroy near present-day Gallup was renamed in
his honor. Heitman, Historical Register, 1:1050.
50. Lieutenant Cook wrote most of his article in the first person. This is, incongruously, the only paragraph written in the third person. For the sake of clarity and
consistency, first-person pronouns have been inserted.
51. "Pure in character, upright in conduct, devoted to his profession, and of a loyalty
that was deaf to the seductions of family and friends, Captain MacRae died, as he
had lived, an example of the best and highest qualities that man can possess," wrote
Colonel Canby. Three months after the battle, Captain MacRae's father, John
MacRae, wrote General Sibley from Fayetteville, North Carolina, asking for particulars of his son's death. Sibley promised he would do everything possible to
recover MacRae's pistol and sabre that were in possession of two unnamed officers
in the Rebel army. Canby to Adjutant General, 1 March 1862, p. 492, vol. 9, ser. I,
OR; H. H. Sibley to John McRae, 12 May 1862, John MacRae Papers, Southern
Historical Collection, University of North Carolina Library, Chapel Hill, North
Carolina. Copy courtesy of Marion C. Grinstead. Also, see Grinstead, Destiny at

Valverde.
But for the fortunes of war, Captain MacRae might have faced one of his four
brothers who wore the Confederate gray. Five years after MacRae's death at Valverde,
his body was disinterred, placed in a casket, and given a hero's escort as it was
carried across New Mexico and the Great Plains for reburial at West Point. As his
body passed through Albuquerque on 20 April 1867, the procession was led by a
cavalry horse draped in mourning "with boots in stirrup," followed by a detachment of U.S. Infantry and 300 citizens. In April 1863, Fort McRae, named in the
captain's honor, was established downriver from Fort Craig on the east bank of the
Rio Grande. James C. MacRae to Jerry Thompson (enclosing miscellaneous undated newspaper clippings), 21 September 1999.
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52. In the Rebel charge on MacRae's Battery, Mishler, while ramming a charge into
one of the guns, was shot through the chest and killed. Taylor, Bloody Valverde, 58,
91; and Heitman, Historical Register, 1:715. Lt. Joseph McLellan Bell claimed he
was wounded in the foot and chest and that he suffered a loss of hearing as a result
of the battle. Bell later served in Virginia and Missouri and died in April 1900. His
article, "The Campaign of New Mexico, 1862;' was published in War Papers Read
before the Commandry ofthe State of Wisconsin Military Order ofthe Loyal Legion
ofthe United States (Milwaukee, Wis.: Burdick, Armitage, and Allen, 1891), 47-71.
Also see Heitman, Historical Register, 1:208; and Taylor, Bloody Valverde, 50.
53. General Canby left New Mexico in September 1862. He eventually commanded
the Division of West Mississippi. In the final months of the Civil War, he accepted
the surrender of the Confederate Trans-Mississippi Department, even signing the
parole papers of Gen. Henry H. Sibley. During a peace parley with Modoc Indians
on 11 April 1873, Canby was killed in the Lava Beds of northern California, thus
becoming the only general officer to be slain during the Indian Wars. The widely
held belief in both the Federal and Confederate armies in New Mexico Territory at
the time, and repeated by a number of historians afterwards, that Canby and Sibley
were brothers-in-law was false. Nevertheless, many in the Federal army in New
Mexico believed the rumors and accused Canby of failing to pursue Sibley aggressively. Heyman, Prudent Soldier, 376-77; and Thompson, Confederate General of

the West, 297-98.
54. The day after the Battle of Valverde, Lieutenant Colonel Roberts was promoted to
colonel and eventually rose to the rank of major general as a result of gallantry at
the Battle of Cedar Mountain and the Second Battle of Bull Run. After the Civil
War, he taught military science at Yale and died in Washington, D.C., in 1875. See
Taylor, Bloody Valverde, 37; and Heitman, Historical Register, 1:835.
55. After the disastrous 1861-1862 New Mexico Campaign, Sibley was court-martialed
in 1863, following the Battle of Bisland. After the war, he served in the Egyptian
Army as a general of artillery, but was expelled in 1873, chiefly because of his heavy
drinking. Back in the United States, he wrote articles for Frank Leslie, tutored
students in French, and continued work on several military inventions. Although
we]] known for the Sibley tent and stove, he died largely forgotten at Fredericksburg,
Virginia, on 23 August 1886. See Thompson, Henry Hopkins Sibley.

Cantonment Burgwin
THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND DOCUMENTARY RECORD

Ronald K Wetherington

n 14 August 18 52 , the u.s. Army established Cantonment Burgwin
. outside of Don Fernando de Taos (present-day Taos), New Mexico, to
defend settlements against Utes and Jicarilla Apaches. It was shut down and
abandoned in August 1860. Built as a temporary facility, its structures were
already in advanced decay by the mid-1850s, and, despite curtailment of
funds for repair and rebuilding, the post underwent substantial construction in its final years. This evidence comes from both military correspondence and archaeological excavations. Together, they provide insight into
the frustrations of the frontier military working under constraints imposed
by a distant military bureaucracy. This paper examines and reconstructs
those tumultuous nine years by comparing official documents with data
from archaeological excavations.

O

The Role of Archaeology
Historical military archaeology has a distinct advantage because it utilizes
both historical records and the data from excavation, potentially lending a
mutually reinforced accuracy to the interpretation of the past. Excavations

Ronald K. Wetherington is Professor of Anthropology at Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas. He was the director at the Fort Burgwin Research Center in Taos, New Mexico, from

1975 to 1977, and served as the director of prehistoric and historic excavations of Fort Burgwin
from 1958 to 1959, 1965 to 1967, and 2001 to 2002.
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frequently provide gap-filling details to the often abundant military records.
This is particularly true when such records include terse and annoyingly
detail-free military reports and correspondence, which often constitute our
only documentary record of military posts. In addition diaries and drawings
from those stationed at Cantonment Burgwin during its short history provide
intriguing personal vignettes. From the evidence uncovered by systematic
archaeological excavations carried out at this site since 1956, scholars are
one step closer to understanding the cantonment's pivotal role in securing
the western frontier.
In 1956 avid amateur historian Ralph Rounds discovered from military
records that the old post almost certainly rested on his property. He enlisted
Museum of New Mexico archaeologist Fred Wendorf to help him locate it,
and Rounds promised to fund its excavation. As excavations proceeded,
Rounds financed an authentic reconstruction and established the facility as
a research center. In 1967 Southern Methodist University acquired the Fort
Burgwin Research Center. It has since become a summer campus of the
university used for teaching and research in the arts and sciences. Excavations there have provided professional training for numerous students.

Sumner's Plan for Posts and Provisions
When Col. Edwin V. Sumner took command of the Ninth Military Department in July 1851, he initiated a comprehensive effort to relocate most
of the troops to more strategic positions on the Indian frontier. Troops were
withdrawn from all sizable settlements, including EI Paso, Socorro, Albuquerque, Las Vegas, Taos, and Cebolleta. Sumner immediately moved the
departmental headquarters and supply depot from Santa Fe to the newly
established Fort Union on the eastern plains near Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Fort Union allowed military supplies arriving on the Santa Fe Trail to be
warehoused instantly and then redistributed to the various posts along and
beyond the Rio Grande.
Sumner established Fort Massachusetts on the department's northern frontier to protect one of the more common trade routes through the San Luis
Valley from the Utes. On the western frontier, just over the current New
Mexico border in Arizona, he created Fort Defiance to control the Navajos.
To the south, Sumner set up Fort Conrad, just south of Socorro, and Fort Filmore, just north of the U.S-Mexico border. In all, nine new posts helped to
define Sumner's new plan for the efficient and effective defense ofNew Mexico.
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The U.S. Army began construction on Cantonment Burgwin the year
after Sumner took command and situated it on the principal route connecting Fort Union to all of the posts north of Santa Fe and on the only path
between Taos and Santa Fe. This location afforded quick military response
to Ute and Apache threats to settlements and supply trains. Consequently,
the cantonment provided both a permanent station and temporary quarters
for dragoon, mounted riflemen, and artillery units as northern New Mexico
witnessed shifting struggles for control of the territory. I
"To Reduce the Enormous Expenditures"

Establishing a more effective system of territorial defense was only one reason for Sumner's appointment as military commander. Expenditures on
the western frontier had risen sharply at midcentury. In 1850 the sixty-seven
posts west of the Mississippi housed three times the military personnel as
did the thirty-three posts located in the East. Gen. Thomas Jessup, quartermaster general of the army, struggled in a futile attempt to fund this expansion, while Congress "displayed little interest in, or appreciation of, the
problems Jessup and his department faced" as it focused on reducing the
size of the army following the U.S.-Mexico War. z Indeed, Pres. James K.
Polk cut Jessup's proposed military budget for 1850 by "more than $900,000."3
Sec. of War Charles Conrad explicitly instructed Sumner to undertake
cost-cutting changes, such as those that would substantially reduce costs in
supporting the troops, "particularly in regard to forage, fuel, and adaptation
of the surrounding country to cultivation."4 Moving troops out of towns to
rural areas permitted the U.S. Army to experiment with military agriculture
and herding. In a letter appointing Sumner to department commander,
Conrad impressed upon Sumner the critical necessity of cutting back and
of keeping a more vigilant eye on expenses in the Quartermaster and Subsistence departments. Sumner thus focused on economic measures, including the development of greater self-sufficiency in food production-an
experiment which failed dramatically. He also attempted to virtually eliminate civilian contract labor and services, agreeing with Conrad that "the number of employees may be diminished without inconvenience to the service."5
This effort also proved ineffective, and within a short time the army employed even more civilians as mechanics, carpenters, teamsters, herders,
and the like.
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"Shut out from the World": The Cantonment's Location
Sumner passionately believed that increased efficiency depended on improved morale, which was already seriously eroded in New Mexico settlements through the lack of discipline and "vicious associations" -gambling,
drinking, and prostitution. The situation in Don Fernando de Taos, however, was more complex. Troops had been stationed there since the Taos
Rebellion ofJanuary 1847, an incident in which Gov. Charles Bent and other
government officials and citizens were killed. The presence ofsoldiers in Don
Fernando de Taos gave town administrators and sympathetic citizenry comfort and security, for there was a general fear that continuing disquietude among
some citizens made the town ripe for further rebellious acts. 6
The new Cantonment Burgwin, named after First Dragoon Capt. John
H. K. Burgwin, who was mortally wounded in the 1847 assault on San
Geronimo Church at Taos Pueblo when he attempted to quell the rebellion, would need to be located within close proximity to Taos in order to
secure the town if the fire of revolt rekindled. Sumner personally chose the
location of Cantonment Burgwin and provided details for its construction
in his orders to the cantonment's first commander, Lt. Robert Ransom Jr.,
on 10 August 1852, promising to send a wagon with the necessary tools. 7
Construction began on 1 September 1852 and was sufficiently completed to
house its assigned troops two months later. The hasty construction reflected
the intended temporary character of the post. On 24 August 1852, Colonel
Sumner wrote Lieutenant Ransom concerning the delay in sending tools
from Fort Union: "Until they arrive employ all your force in getting in logs.
Your quarters are half done when the timber is cut and hauled. You can
borrow some axes from Mr. Hatcher [a local civilian] ."8 Archaeological excavations confirm the temporary nature of the cantonment. The upright logs
forming the walls of almost all of the facilities were put in the ground without
any protection against decay from moisture or insects (see cover image).
Pvt. James A. Bennett, one of the dragoons who participated in this construction and spent several years at the cantonment, recorded his impressions in a diary. On 7 August 1852, he wrote: "Arrived Taos and established
our camp 8 miles south of town in a cannon or gorge of the mountain. 'T'his
is to be the future site of a fort which we have come to build. Surrounded by
mountains, it looks as though we were shut out from the world."9
At its inception, the cantonment was to be assigned one or two companies of the First Dragoons. The troops would provide protection for settle-
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ments in the Taos Valley and escort military shipments from the depot at
Fort Union to posts along the northern Rio Grande and in western New
Mexico. Likewise, the cantonment was conveniently located to provide temporary bivouac for detachments moving from one assignment to another.
Episodes of Growth: Maps and Sketches

Historical documents, drawings, and data from excavations detail at least
three definable episodes of growth at the cantonment: the initial 1852 construction, the expansion prior to 1857, and the final construction at the facility after 1857. Drawings made by Insp. Joseph K. F. Mansfield in 1853 (fig. 1)
and Surg. William W. Anderson in 1857 (fig. 2) clearly demonstrate that
both expansion and remodeling of the facilities took place between these
years. Archaeological excavations reveal further substantial remodeling and
new building between 1857 and 1860.
Mansfield, of the Inspector General's Department, was directed to conduct a comprehensive inspection of military facilities in the Ninth Military
Department in 1853. For each of the nine posts he visited, he sketched a
plan map; described the conditions of the structures, personnel, animals,
and access roads; and made recommendations for improvements. Mansfield
prepared a map of Cantonment Burgwin during his inspection visit from 11
August to 13 August 1853.10
Anderson was appointed as assistant surgeon on 29 June 1849. He was
assigned to several posts in the Ninth Military Department during the 185os,
and served at Cantonment Burgwin from November 1856 through April
1860. He served the Confederate States Army as surgeon from 1861 to 1865.
Anderson resigned on 20 April 1886. 11 He made at least three sketches of the
cantonment, which contribute to the current archaeological interpretations.

Initial Construction and the Mansfield Map
At the time of Mansfield's visit in early August 1853, forty-three troops resided at the post. An additional thirty-two remained on detached duty or on
leave, for an aggregate of seventy-five-all members of Company I, First
Dragoons. This was the approximate garrison size of the cantonment from
its inception, and the facilities would not hold any substantial increase without either expansion or the use of tents for housing. By contrast, the U.S.
Army constructed most military posts to accommodate two companies of
approximately fifty officers and men each.

FIG. 1. JOSEPH K. F. MANSFIELD'S MAP OF CANTONMENT BURGWIN,

1853

(TRACED FROM ORIGINAL)

From Joseph K. F. Mansfield, "Report of Inspection of the
Department of New Mexico, 1853," Records of the Adjutant General's
Office, 1780's-1917, Record Group 94, National Archives.
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Excavations have confirmed the general reliability ofMansfield's Burgwin
map (fig. 1). Some new construction occurred, some buildings did not change
during the post's occupation, and other buildings underwent remodeling.
Mansfield's map gives a good reference point against which to evaluate subsequent changes. In basic respects, the building layout follows a common
pattern, with enlisted men quartered in the main fort structure (labeled b),
the laundress's quarters (m) on the east side, and the sutler (p) situated some
distance away across the perennial Pot Creek. The rectangular area between
the soldiers' quarters (b) and the guard house (e) served as the parade ground.
The military road was positioned between the stream and guard house.
Mansfield illustrated officers' quarters (a) with its own attached corral and
stable (0) on the northeast corner of the parade ground, and a store house (c)
and office and dispensary (d) on the south side. Until November 1853, the
only officer usually present on the cantonment grounds was the commanding officer, and for three consecutive months, no officer resided at the pOSt.12
Of the structures Mansfield illustrated, the double-courtyard main compound, laundress's quarters, officers' quarters, and office and dispensary have
been excavated. The first three of these remained essentially as Mansfield
drew them, including the several room partitions (although none are shown
for the officers' quarters), indicating that no modifications were made during the seven succeeding years. The dispensary, however, was expanded at
least twice after 1853 to become a post hospital. Many new structures sprung
up on the cantonment's premises.

Later Construction and the Anderson Drawing
The Anderson sketch reveals the addition ofseveral buildings (fig. 2). In this
drawing, completed four years after Mansfield's visit, the laundress's quarters and the fort compound with its western courtyard and eastern stables

FIG. 2. SURGEON ANDERSON'S

1857

SKETCH OF CANTONMENT BURGWIN

FROM A TERRACE TO THE SOUTH

(Courtesy Fort Burgwin Research Center, Taos, New Mexico)
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remain essentially unchanged from 1853, as does the officers' quarters, which
was by then the commander's quarters. The most noticeable additions are
the new structures on either side of the parade ground, those between the
parade ground and sutler's store, the G-shaped officers quarters bordering
the parade ground on the west, and the corrals and buildings south of the
fort compound. It is also evident that the office and dispensary (labeled don
Mansfield's map) had been enlarged into a hospital and surgeon's office,
and a third structure had been added to the south side of the parade ground.
Excavations at Burgwin began in 1956 and, to date, seven structures have
been examined. The main compound, commander's quarters, and officers'
quarters were all excavated and reconstructed in 1956-1958. The laundress's
quarters were excavated in 1965, but have not been reconstructed. The hospital was excavated in 1967 and has since been reconstructed. Hospital excavations reveal remodeling after Anderson's 1857 sketch. Two structures
were excavated in 2001-2002: a duplex officers' residence (present in
Anderson's drawing), which archaeologists refer to as structure 6; and a structure adjacent to the officers' residence (added after 1857), which archaeologists labeled structure 7.
These excavations have confirmed that repairs and rebuilding of existing
structures occurred sporadically from the beginning, but that major additions and remodeling occurred during the latter half of Burgwin's occupation. Documents testify that decay and imminent collapse played a decisive
role in this construction, in addition to the need for expanded facilities.
Beginning in November 1853, the garrison suddenly almost doubled and
remained at this size through March 1854 (see fig. 3). This increase coincided with the temporary abandonment of Fort Massachusetts, some sixty
miles north of Taos in present-day southern Colorado, and the repositioning of its Company F, First Dragoons, at Cantonment Burgwin. Maj. George

1. H. Blake, commanding Company F, took over as Burgwin commander
at that time. In a letter to Blake dated 27 October 1853, acting Adj. Gen.
William A. Nichols wrote:
The Brig. Gen. commanding the department directs me to say to you
that if there are not sufficient quarters or stabling for two companies of
dragoons at Cant. Burgwin to hire quarters, etc. in the vicinity for a
period of time not exceeding three or six months as the change in the
garrison of Fort Massachusetts is not a permanent oneY
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Figure 3
Aggregate Troops at Cantonment Burgwin, 1852-1860*

January
February
March
April
May

18 52 18 53 18 54 18 55 18 56 18 57 18 58 18 59 1860
*
67
76 157 23 6 175 16 3
92
83 153
67 139
92
79
92 162
2
16
65
117
79 147
9
79
9 157
1
80
200
168
64
83
9
74
79
64 135 161
79 216
78 16 7
4

June

64

67

84

July

64

57

35

79
78

August

55

35

78

84

75

September

76

73
72

October

74

71

77

75

77
160

November

73

139
140

73
68

76

160

/December

216

78

135
12 9
13 2

69

16 7
166

69

164

68

16 9

85

168

85

16 7
16 5

134
210
23 8

69
85
77 157
*The information in this figure is taken from Roll 161, Return from u.s. Military
Posts, 1800-1916, Microcopy 617A (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1968), Records of
the Adjutant General's Office, 1780s-1917, Record Croup 94, National Archives.
The return for January 1854 is missing.

Blake responded on 6 November, seeking permission to expand the quarters at Burgwin in order to keep his command together:
The quarters and stabling at this post are not sufficient for the
accommodations of the two companies, but I think, in the course of 30
or 40 days, I can build sufficient for their accommodation.... I know
of no quarters suitable for a company nearer than Taos, and which I
presume could be hired, but I would much prefer to build than to
have the command so far separated.... I would ask, if allowed to
build, to purchase what adobes and lumber may be necessary, it being
now too late to make or saw the same. 14
Blake's request was refused, and he rented quarters and stables in Taos. On
23 April 1854, Company F returned to Fort Massachusetts.
The number of troops stationed at Cantonment Burgwin fluctuated.
Troop maneuvers variously increased and decreased the number of soldiers
housed there, bringing in companies of the First Dragoons, Third Infantry,
Mounted Rifles, and the Texas Mounted Volunteers. The 1854-1856 troop
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fluctuations corresponded with military campaigns against the increasingly
active Apaches and Utes, including the infamous Battle of Cieneguilla in
March 1854.15 It was, however, during the final period-1857 through 1859that the last construction phase at Cantonment Burgwin occurred, despite
military correspondence denying permission to build.

"Not Safe to Be Occupied"; The Decaying Cantonment
The construction materials and methods used to build Cantonment Burgwin
were indicative of the availability of timber in the immediate vicinity and
the haste with which Burgwin was built. The expense of employing troops
to cut down timber from surrounding stands of ponderosa pine was less than
hiring civilians to make adobes, even though adobe construction would have
been more substantial. Sumner cared little that the soft pine was so prone to
decay and infestation, for the post was of a temporary character. With winter
approaching, the soldiers rushed to complete the cantonment. Both their haste
and lack of construction experience led to poor workmanship.
On the other hand, the other posts constructed under Sumner's command were no better. "All of them were poorly constructed," wrote historian Robert W. Frazer, "and began to deteriorate even before they were
completed."16 Even as early as May 1853, Lieutenant Ransom asked for help
in repairing the hastily built structures at Burgwin. In response, he was informed that the "hire of mechanics has not been allowed as the work upon
the barracks, officers quarters, etc. must be done by the troops themselves."l7
The method of construction was uniform throughout the period of the
fort's occupation. Walls were built with upright ponderosa logs. Green and
undressed, these logs were placed close together in a trench approximately
two feet deep, and occasionally, but not often, supported at the base with
native stone. Adobe filled the spaces between the logs. In all but the storage
rooms, an adobe layer enclosed the logs, providing a reasonably smooth
surface for interior walls. A thin layer of locally mined white gypsum plaster, often with specks of mica, covered these walls. This plaster treatment
was traditional, and local Hispanas specialized in this effort, although whether
these women worked at the fort is unknown.
Floors were either adobe or wood. Two methods were used for wood
floors. Puncheon was a method in which hand-adzed split logs were placed
next to each other flat side up. In the second method, roughly planed planks
nailed to joists were laid directly on a smoothed dirt floor. Roofs were flat,
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with vigas supporting locally sawed planks or latillas, upon which up to six
inches of dirt was packed. Fortunately, a sawmill sat downstream from the
fort, although it was initially in disrepair. With construction of the fort underway, Lieutenant Ransom wrote to Colonel Sumner on 24 October 1852 that
the owner of the sawmill "has given me permission to use it for one year as
long as I wish provided I will put it in order." 18 0ften frugal to a fault, Sumner
replied, "If you can repair it with very little expense, do so, but not otherwise,
as you will need but few boards, and they can easily be sawn by hand."19
The flat-roofed construction encouraged decay and water damage, hastening the need for repair from the beginning; however, repair and expansion
funding was seldom forthcoming. Sumner was succeeded by Bvt. Brig. Gen.
John Garland, who arrived at his Albuquerque headquarters on 18 August
1853. Garland initially followed the austerity policy of his predecessor. Acting
Asst. Adj. Gen. William A. Nichols's letter of 2 September to Ransom instructed him "not to make any additions or extensions to the work now occupied by your company."zo Certainly by mid-decade, repairs throughout the
department were critical, and on occasion civilian carpenters were employeda realistic reversal of Sumner's policy by his replacement. zl
The estimated funds needed by the Quartermaster Department at Cantonment Burgwin for the fiscal year beginning 1July 1858 included six hundred dollars for "materials for repairing wagons, quarters, etc., [and] 20,000
feet oflumber."2z The estimate also included extra duty pay for one carpenter. The following year, the desperate state of the cantonment's buildings
was clearly communicated to Santa Fe by 2d Lt. Herbert M. Enos, Burgwin's
new acting assistant quartermaster. On 24 March 1859, Enos wrote Maj. J. L.
Donaldson, assistant quartermaster for the army:
The buildings used as quarters, hospital, and for stabling are so much
decayed that they are liable to fall at any moment. They are regarded
by everyone to be exceedingly dangerous and not safe to be occupied
either by man or beast. The logs forming the walls and the vegas [sic],
or rafters, supporting the roofs are nearly rotted off, so that it would
require but a comparatively small force to push them over or cause the
roofs to fall in. It can hardly be expected that the buildings can stand
for another year. 2l
Repairing the structures, he claimed, would be a "needless expenditure of
time and money." Furthermore, Enos urged the use of adobe construction,
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which would last longer and be less expensive than cutting timber and hauling the logs "many miles over a rough road."
Donaldson's response was directed to Capt. Thomas Duncan, Burgwin's
commander:
I have read your letter and enclosures in reference to the insecure state
of the public buildings at Cantonment Burgwin to the Department
Commander, who directs me to say that there may be some intention
of withdrawing the troops from many of the frontier posts, agreeably to
the recommendation of the Army Board recently assembled at
Washington; and under these circumstances he does not feel justified
in ordering the building of new Quarters at Cantonment Burgwin. You
are authorized, however, to repair the Quarters, and to take such
measures as will secure them from the calamity apprehended in your
letter. 24
At Cantonment Burgwin, Enos was replaced as acting assistant quartermaster in May by 1st Lt. Joseph Tilford. He submitted the annual estimate
of funds for the fiscal year beginning 1July 1859. Tilford requested one hundred thousand adobes at a cost of five hundred dollars, and thirty thousand
feet oflumber at a cost of nine hundred dollars. In his accompanying report
to Major General Jessup, quartermaster general in Washington, he repeated
the concern voiced by Enos: "As to the general condition of all the buildings, I do not know that I could make a truer statement than that contained
in the report of my predecessor, Lieut. Enos, of the 24th of March last."25 He
attached a copy of Donaldson's letter refusing further construction, while at
the same time reporting on newly completed construction and asking for
the adobes and lumber just mentioned. His report provides evidence for the
construction of two buildings that were most recently excavated.
The Hospital
John Mansfield's 1853 map (fig. 1) shows an office and dispensary. This original building was substantially altered within the next two years. In an inspection of all Department of New Mexico hospitals carried out in fall 1855,
Asst. Surg. E. H. Abadie reported on the status of the facility at Burgwin:
"The hospital built oflogs with [a] flat dirt roof consists of only three rooms,
the surgery, one ward for 6 beds, and a matron's room." He noted that the
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ward and surgical room were apparently adequate, with "few sick having
occurred in the command requiring hospital attendance."z6 This description complements Anderson's 1857 sketch.
Southern Methodist University's excavations in 1967 revealed a much
larger hospital structure and additional fireplaces (fig. 4, see next page).27
Four wards made up the main structure, one of which was likely used for
surgery, plus an attached kitchen/dispensary and surgeon's/matron's quarters. The small storeroom south of these four wards was made of small upright logs without mud and plaster finishing.
Some evidence proves that this final construction took place in the summer of 1859. Tilford's 30 June 1859 communication to Quartermaster General Jessup offers details regarding the construction of the hospital: "You
will see that I ask for funds for the purchase of 100,000 adobes for the purpose of building a new hospital with four sick wards, about 20 by 30 feet, a
kitchen, matrons room and dispensary of about the same size."28 These specifications approximate the excavated structure. Although no correspondence
indicating the actual date of this construction has been found, it must have
been undertaken within a few months of Tilford's request. The post was
abandoned on 18 May 1860.
The adobe order was partially filled. While the new hospital wards were
constructed with upright logs set in a trench, sealed with adobe, and roofed in
earth-covered vigas - the same construction as most of the other buildingsthe kitchen/dispensary and surgeon's/matron's quarters were constructed of
adobe brick on a stone foundation (fig. 4).

Structure 6: Officers' Quarters
While Mansfield's 1853 plan shows a single structure between the dispensary and main fort compound (fig. 1), Anderson's 1857 drawing depicts two
structures. Mansfield's structure is labeled "Store House," while Anderson's
sketch shows that both structures have chimneys -suggesting that the storehouse was replaced with two new buildings.
The officers' quarters, or structure 6, the building nearest the hospital,
was excavated in 2001 and revealed duplex apartments on either side of a
central hallway. Each apartment possessed an adobe fireplace on the south
wall (fig. 5). The central hall had entries at both ends, a feature typical of
Territorial style architecture. Anderson's drawing shows a single chimney
and no south entrance, so clearly this newer building dates after 1857.
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Once again, Tilford sheds light on the construction sequence. He details the construction completed within the previous three months:
Since the date of Lt. Enos's report the following improvements have
been made: one set of officers quarters have been built on the same
plan as all the other bUildings here, that is, "jacal" or logs with one end
in the ground and covered with timber and mud, with adobe
chimneys; a good substantial bakehouse and oven built with adobes,
and one set of company quarters has been re-covered, new "vegas" or
rafters being substituted for the old and decayed ones that had begun
to break and fall in to the great danger of the men's lives. 29
The officers' quarters he refers to is likely structure 6. It would have been
built in 1859 between 24 March (Enos's report) and 30 June (Tilford's report). Tilford stated, "These are the only improvements worth mentioning
that have been made here for over two years."JO His declaration suggests that
the hospital and adjacent residence depicted in Anderson's 1857 sketch were
built no later than the summer of that year. Anderson arrived at Burgwin in
November 1856, but was absent from the post from April through July 1857.
He likely made this sketch either in February or March of 1857.
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Structure 7: Butchering Yard or Storehouse

In the summer of 2002, structure 7, the building just south of structure 6,
was excavated (fig. 6). It was an unroofed yard approximately thirty-five by
forty-eight feet with an attached room, twelve by twelve feet, off the southwest corner. Three rooms made up the interior west wall. The largest of
these rooms, at the northwest corner, had a fireplace. Previous archaeological testing-trenches and one-by-two-meter test pits-had obscured or destroyed much ofthe wall evidence, although sufficient walling remained to
confirm the standard vertical log construction.

FIG.

6.

EXCAVATION MAP OF BUTCHERING YARD (STRUCTURE

7),

CANTONMENT BURG WIN, 2002

(Courtesy Department of Anthropology, Southern Methodist
University)
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Neither the yard floors nor the room floors consist of anything more than
tamped earth. The size and spacing of many of the logs suggests that the
perimeter wall was composed of pickets with no further sealing or finishing.
A paucity of artifacts (no window glass, few nails) combined with abundant
bone remains (mostly butchered cattle or ox~n, and at least one mule),
suggest that this structure served the quartermaster as a holding and butchering yard. Detailed bone and artifact analysis, however, has yet to be done.

In his 30 June 1859 letter to Quartermaster Jessup, Lieutenant Tilford
requested adobes and lumber "for the purpose of building a new hospital"
and "for the building of a safe store house for Commissary and Quartermaster's property, said store to be about 30 feet by 80 with an office attached."
The thirty thousand feet of lumber would roof both of these new facilities
and re-roof some existing buildings. "It is believed," Tilford concluded, "that
all other necessary buildings at this post can be either repaired or torn down
and rebuilt of timber, without the purchase of further materials."31
Itis obvious that the adobes and lumber were not purchased, although
no record of further correspondence on this matter has been found. It is
very possible, therefore, that given available resources, structure 7 was the
best that the command at Burgwin could construct at the time, and that this
structure served at least part of the purposes called for in Tilford's request.

Scarce Resources and Ingenuity
The trade-off between the labor-intensive felling, trimming, and hauling
involved in log construction, and the easier, more substantial, but more
expensive cost of adobe construction reflects the more general problem of
scarcity in the frontier military during the 185os. A reluctant Congress and
cost-conscious War Department often viewed the Trans-Mississippi West as
an unjustified siphon of funds and supplies. The use of civilian labor, such
as in carpentry, blacksmithing, herding, and medical care, was at almost
every turn a necessity, but it became so only after the use of military labor
became demonstrably ineffective.

It was common to extract labor from soldiers in detention and to assign
extra duty to troops between campaigns. Pvt. James A. Bennett was one of
those who helped build Cantonment Burgwin. On 1September 1852, he wrote:
"Tools came yesterday and were put in working order. Men are now at work
in good earnest." One month later, he noted: "Houses are progressing well.
Begins to grow cold nights. Men are in a hurry to sleep under cover."32
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The improvements and repairs made in 1859 occurred as a result of the
labor ofsoldiers. All of the work, wrote Tilford, "was performed by prisoners
and fatigue parties except part of the mason and carpenters work, executed
by men on extra duty."33 Milled lumber was scarce and expensive, yet plank
floors were considered a necessity at most posts. Much of Burgwin's flooring consisted of dressed planks nailed to joists laid on the ground surface.
As the Civil War drew close, funds diminished throughout the department and buildings in need of repair suffered greatly. Even Fort Union felt
the squeeze. On 23 August 1859, Capt. Robert M. Morris, commander at
Fort Union, appealed for help to the acting assistant adjutant general at
department headquarters in Santa Fe. Company quarters "are not habitable
for troops now or for the approaching winter," he wrote. "I respectfully request that orders be given to the Post Quartermaster to make this Post habitable, with authority to employ such citizen mechanics as in his judgment
he may deem necessary."34
That repairs and new construction somehow were accomplished is testimony to the ingenuity of post commanders, and the legendary ability of
quartermasters to somehow acquire supplies amid scarcity. Even in its final
days and deteriorating condition, the cantonment was a source of scarce
materials. On the day of evacuation, 18 May 1860, Burgwin's commander,
Capt. Thomas Duncan, was sent this brief note from the acting assistant
adjutant general at Santa Fe:
The Department Commander desires me to direct you to make such
arrangements as shall be necessary to leave an intelligent and
competent Sgt in charge of the public property at Cant Burgwin, until
such time as an officer can be sent to that post 35
Duncan was already at Fort Union when the expressman delivered the
message. On 22 May, he responded:
I left at Burgwin a Sargent and three privates of Co. A 3rd Inf. who
were sent there in charge of their Company property. I charged the
Sgt. strictly to allow no damage to be done to the quarters, and not to
allow anything to be carried away. If, after this information the Col.
commanding the Dept. still wishes an "intelligent and competent
Sergeant" there I can send one back. But in that case, I would respectfully suggest the propriety of sending at least two good men with him. 36
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The property was still there on 13 August when the department assistant
adjutant general ordered Lt. William Kearney, at Fort Union, to Burgwin
"until the public property there can be removed or disposed of." There was
little left to use "besides the window and door frames, which Colonel Canby
will probably require in making the addition to the quarters at Fort Garland,
which he is about to command."37 At least some of Cantonment Burgwin
apparently survived in other places. After a colorful but troubled history,
this was the unceremonious demise of Cantonment Burgwin.
The army maintained a garrison in Taos well into the spring of 1861, under
command ofBvt. Maj. Henry H. Sibley and his Second Dragoons, while the
ruins of Cantonment Burgwin were systematically reclaimed by the elements
and human scavengers. It would be nearly a century before it was rediscovered and its short history partially revealed through archaeology.J8
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The Cowpen Slaughter
WAS THERE A MASSACRE OF MEXICAN SOLDIERS AT
THE BATTLE OF SANTA CRUZ DE ROSALES?

William Gorenfeld

Oh, war blows her ringing blast,
And fighting times have come at last.
Freedom, buckle on the sword
To crush the Mexican vile horde.
Chorus
Then march, freemen, march,
Come march, true freemen, march,
March day and night, and boldly fight
For freedom and for Texas
Heigh hoi United go
To crush the Dons of Mexico.
The Battle Call

S

amuel Clemens's short-lived Civil War career occurred in Missouri,
where he briefly served in a state guard unit that named itself the Ralls
County Rangers.' Clemens recalled:
We stacked our shabby old shotguns in Colonel [John] Ralls' barn and
then went in a body and breakfasted with that veteran of the Mexican

The author thanks Betsy Caldwell, Durwood Ball, Phil McEwan, Martin Aguilar, David
Curtiss, and his dear wife, Suzanne Gorenfeld. William Gorenfeld is an attorney who resides
in Ventura, California. He has published a series of articles on the First United States Dragoons.
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war. Afterward he took us to a distant meadow, and there, in the shade
of a tree, we listened to an old fashioned speech from him, full of
gunpowder and glory, full of that adjective piling, mixed metaphor and
windy declamation which was regarded as eloquence in that ancient
time and region ... This mixed us considerably, and we could not just
make out what service we were involved in, but Colonel Ralls, the
practised politician and phrase juggler, was not similarly in doubt; he
knew quite clearly that he had invested us in the cause of the Southern
Confederacy.2
Clemens does not say whether Colonel Ralls told him anything of his exploits
during the late war with Mexico. In 1847 Ralls had raised a company of soldiers at New London, Missouri; at age forty was elected colonel of the Third
Regiment of Missouri Volunteers; and in 1847 headed west to Santa Fe where,
attached to the command ofBrig. Gen. Sterling Price, the regiment defeated
the Mexican Army at a small town known as Santa Cruz de Rosales. 3
Most likely young Sam Clemens was unaware that the battle, occurring
as it did after the war ended and in a remote part of Mexico, resolved nothing in Pres. James K. Polk's plan to "Conquer a Peace," and received little,
if any, mention in the press. 4 Probably, Clemens was also unaware that some
of Ralls's troops might have perpetrated an atrocity after the battle. The
hypothesis advanced in this article is that Ralls's troops slaughtered over
one hundred Mexican soldiers who had surrendered to victorious American forces. I first discuss the campaign and battle, and then assess the evidence indicating that Ralls's men herded Mexican prisoners into a corral
and then killed them-an event later referred to by an American officer as
the "cowpen slaughter."

General Price Moves South
On 14 September 1847, Gen. Winfield Scott captured Mexico City.' The
Mexican War wound down to scattered skirmishes as diplomats frantically
attempted to find a way to end hostilities. But in the fall of 1847, rumors
reached Santa Fe that a Mexican army of three thousand men was marching
north from Chihuahua to recapture the region. 6 Though such reports would
later prove to be wildly inaccurate, General Price, in command of the newly
conquered region of New Mexico, sensed that here was a last chance for the
politician-turned-general to garner laurels on the field ofbattle.7
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A former Democratic member of Congress from the state of Missouri, Price resigned his seat when the war with Mexico
broke out and helped raise the Second
Regiment of Missouri Mounted Volunteers. The U.S. Army sent him west to command a garrison that would simply occupy
and hold New Mexico-a backwater of the.
war. 8 General Price decided to move the
greater part of his forces down the Rio
Grande Valley to El Paso where they would
be in position to attack the approaching
GEN. STERLING PRICE
enemy.9 In March 1847, troops under the
(Photograph courtesy the
command of Col. Alexander Doniphan
website: http://www.generals brushed aside a significant Me~ican force
andbrevets. com/spg/
at Sacramento and occupied Chihuahua
price.htm)
for nearly two months. The campaign made
Doniphan a national hero and humiliated
the Mexican defenders. lO General Price decided to follow Doniphan's path
to fame and glory.
General Price's command mostly consisted of volunteers, but it also included a rough-and-ready squadron of regular army dragoons-the proud
and elite mounted arm of the U.S. Army. Stationed at Albuquerque, companies G and I ~f the First Dragoons had been with the Army of the West
during Gen. Stephen W. Kearny's conquest of Santa Fe. They had recently
seen action against Navajo and Comanche raiders and suppressed insurgents during the Taos uprising in 1847.
The dragoon squadron was bolstered by the recent addition of Company
B, commanded by 1st Lt. John Love. This company was composed mostly
of men recruited in Ohio, Indiana, and Missouri. 1I Well mounted on bigboned sorrels, and seated on new Grimsley saddles, most of Love's recruits
did not appear soldierly in bearingY Army headquarters in Santa Fe had
special plans for the unsteady horsemen of Company B. In need of artillery,
the army would transform them into a field artillery battery. The detachment left Fort Leavenworth on 5 June to escort the army paymaster on his
trip to Santa Fe. Most of these recruits had been in the army for only six
months, but had "seen the elephant" when, on 30 June 1847, Comanches
attacked, outrode, and defeated them at Coon Creeks on the Santa Fe Trail.
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Five of the U.S. soldiers were left behind in unmarked graves along the
trail; six others were wounded in the battleY
The squadron of dragoons was under the command of the colorful Maj.
Benjamin "Brilliant" Beall. 14 As a youth, Beall had dropped out of West
Point in 1817 and became a clerk at the War DepartmentY In 1836 he gained
a civilian appointment as a captain in the newly formed Second Dragoons.
"Old Ben" Beall fought with distinction in
Florida against the Seminoles, and then
commanded a squadron of dragoons during Scott's campaign in Mexico. 16 On 16
February 1847, Beall was promoted to the
rank of major in the First Dragoons. Word
of his promotion caught up with him while
he was at Puebla, Mexico. Beall hurried
back to the United States and rode west to
join his new command. 17
Meanwhile, the inhabitants of the state
of Chihuahua, not surprisingly, viewed
with apprehension the steady buildup of MAJ. BENJAMIN BEALL
American forces in El Paso. IS The 19 Janu- (Photograph courtesy
ary 1848 edition of the Faro, a Chihuahua California State Library,
newspaper, mentioned that rancher Ignacio Pioneers Collection:
Roquillo had complained that Price's men Division Commanders of
had taken seven hundred of his sheep with- California, #7026)
out offering him compensation, but the
newspaper reassured the populace that the Yanquis (Yankees) lacked sufficient supplies and provisions to invade. 19 The Faro was wrong about troop
movements.
When he arrived in El Paso, General Price discovered that the accounts
of a menacing Mexican Army were false. He received orders from Adj. Gen.
Roger Jones directing him to stay put in El Paso and, ifpossible, to send five
or six hundred of his mounted troops west to reinforce the weak garrison
occupying California. Ignoring Jones's instructions, General Price ordered
Maj. Robert Walker's three mounted companies of the Santa Fe Battalion to
ride ninety miles south and to occupy the Mexican town of Carrizal.2° Price
believed that from this location Major Walker could command the passes on
the roads to Chihuahua and observe the operations of any approaching force.
Major Walker dutifully occupied the town, sent out patrols far and wide into
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the Chihuahuan Desert, and rounded up a few Mexican Army stragglers,
but he found no evidence of any organized Mexican force 2l
General Price soon moved his forces south along the well-worn commercial road known as El Camino de Tierra AdentroY His objective was to
seize Chihuahua, a settlement of fourteen hundred residents. As he neared
the scene of Doniphan's 1847 victory at the Rio Sacramento, a Mexican
patrol approached under a flag of truce. The Mexican commander handed
General Price a note from Mexican governor general Angel Trias containing the startling news: a peace treaty had been signed on 2 February at
Guadalupe Hidalgo, and a cease-fire had been declared.23 Having received
no official word of a cease-fire and doubting Trias's representations, General Price continued with his advance. Although he was distant from reliable sources of intelligence, Price had reason to believe Trias, as the general
knew that Mexico City had been captured five months earlier and his scouts
had proven false the rumor of a Mexican army marching north. 24
Gov. Gen. Angel Trias was thirty-nine years old at the time of the invasion. Educated in Europe, he had returned to his native State of Chihuahua'to serve in the Mexican Army. In 1846 Trias headed the Committee of
Defense for the State of Chihuahua and was named interior minister by the
governor of Chihuahua. Following his participation in the 1847 battles of
Sacramento and Cerro Gordo, Antonio L6pez de Santa Ana made Trias
governor and general of the State of Chihuahua. Trias would prove to be an
honorable and competent opponent. 25
The governor, seeking to avoid bloodshed and recognizing the inadequacy
of the forces at his disposal, abandoned Chihuahua and retreated south
toward Santa Cruz de Rosales with four hundred soldiers and eight cannon 26 Price's troops entered defenseless Chihuahua on 7 March and, in the
words of one observer, "thus was accomplished the second annual capture
of Chihuahua."27 The ambitious General Price, unsatisfied with the bloodless capture of his objective, planned the destruction of Trias's army before
it could be reinforced and while it was strung out in retreat. He had ordered
two companies of Major Beall's dragoons to ride overland and to intercept
Trias. The dragoons, attempting a difficult night march over treacherous
and mountainous terrain, became lost and were unable to block Trias's avenue of retreat. 28
After a rapid march of sixty miles along the highway to Durango, Price
caught up with General Trias on 9 March. By this time, Trias had reached
the shelter provided by the adobe walls of Santa Cruz de Rosales, a small
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Mexican village. Again, the governor general insisted that a peace treaty
had been signed and requested of Price an armistice so that a courier might
bring a copy of the document. General Price, realizing that he lacked sufficient troops and artillery to carry the town, agreed not to take action for five
days.29 Price's forces camped in the woods about one mile east of the town
and awaited further orders. 30

The Battle of Santa Cruz de Rosales
Both generals called for reinforcements. Over one hundred Mexican troops
under the command of Col. Cayetano Justiniani slipped through the Yanqui
lines and entered Rosales on 10 March. A few nights later, two hundred more
troops of the Second Battalion of the National Guard entered the town. 3l
These reinforcements swelled Trias's force to over eight hundred men.
Meanwhile, Lieutenant Love's battery was encamped 210 miles north of
Santa Cruz de Rosales. On 12 March, Love received Price's orders to support the general in Rosales. 32 Mounting some of his newly minted artillerists
on fast-traveling sorrels and accompanied by three companies of the Third
Missouri Horse, Lieutenant Love raced to the scene of the siege - he covered the 210 miles in three and one-half days, 60 of the miles in the final
twenty-four hours. 33
Santa Cruz de Rosales hardly looked appropriate for a bloody siege and
potential massacre. Situated at an elevation of thirty-nine hundred feet, the
town sat adjacent to a clear mountain stream that coursed the plain in a
northeastern pathway to the Rio Grande. Surrounded by freshly plowed
fields watered by irrigation ditches, the town lay astride the dusty road from
Chihuahua to Durango. Spring had arrived early that March of 1848. Philip
Gooch Ferguson, a Missouri Volunteer, noted in his journal that "the cottonwoods were in full leaf and the grass quite green: peas and other vegetables in full blossom."34
In 1848 Santa Cruz de Rosales extended for about three-quarters of a
mile along the road on a northeast-southwest axis. The town was about one
quarter of a mile at its widest point. In the town's center was a plaza two
hundred yards in length. On the west side of the plaza sat a church. Most of
the buildings were low, adobe-walled structures with flat roofs. 35
General Trias's defending force of 804 men was a mixed lot, consisting
primarily of elements of the Second Battalion of National Guard along
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MAP OF SANTA CRUZ DE ROSALES

From Price to Adj. Gen. Roger Jones, 31 March 1848, U.S. Congress,
House, Report of Operations of the Army of the West, February-March
1848, 30th Cong., 2d sess., 1848-1849, HED 1, ser. no. 537.

with some regular (permanente) artillerymen and cavalry. There was also a
detachment of presidiallancers commanded by Lt. Col. Vicente Sanchez.36
The infantry was armed with British Brown Bess muskets-flintlock relics
of the Napoleonic era that had an effective range of about seventy yards. 37
In order to protect his troops from exposure to artillery and rifle fire,
General Trias placed most of his men in the town's interior. He ringed the
town plaza with entrenchments, barricades, wall cannon, and fortifications.
The bulk of Mexican artillery was placed securely behind fortifications,
well sited with a clear field of fire down the broad boulevards that led to the
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plaza. The flat roofs of the buildings adjacent to the plaza and church bristled
with infantry and small caliber wall cannon.
By mutual agreement, noncombatants were afforded the opportunity to
leave the town before the start of the battle. As they streamed out of the
town, Love's six-gun battery headed across the dusty fields toward positions
to the west of Rosales. Lively strains of a bugle sounded, and the U.S. detachment halted five hundred yards to the northwest of the town plaza.
Then came the command: "Fire to the rear - caissons pass your pieces-trotmarch - in battery." Cannon, caissons, limbers, horses, and men moved in
every direction. Within a few minutes, the guns were unlimbered in line
and the crews stood at the proper posts, horses to the rear and ammunition
chests aligned behind each piece. 38
Lt. Col. Richard Lane's squadron of the Third Missouri rode out from
the east woods and took positions to the north of Rosales. Stationed slightly
behind Love's battery were four companies of Col. John Ralls's Third Missouri. Maj. Robert Walker's Santa Fe Battalion and two mountain howitzers covered the southern approach to the town. Major Beall's two companies
of First Dragoons and Capt. W. 1. F. McNall's company of the Third Missouri remained in position to the east of the town. 39
At 10:30 AM on the morning of 16 March 1848, General Price ordered his
artillery to open fire. Love gave the command to fire and each of six gunners touched off their cannon. Smoke and flame belched forth as six cannon balls arched across the morning sky. Edward James Glasgow, an
American merchant who had been doing business in Chihuahua, rode south
in order to observe the battle. He wrote that the shots struck the adobe
buildings, "making the mud bricks fly about pretty lively and so continued
for the greater part of the day."40
For more than a deadly hour, the American and Mexican cannon dueled at short range, and two of the Mexican cannon were silenced. Upon
General Price's orders, a section of the battery, consisting of a twenty-fourpound howitzer and a six-pounder, under the command of Lt. Alexander
Dyer, was shifted seven hundred yards south to the town cemetery.4! The
remainder of Love's battery soon joined Dyer's two guns, now positioned
less than four hundred yards from the town. Despite intense counter-battery
fire by Yankee cannon, a lone Mexican nine-pounder located in the plaza
continued bravely to return fire. Most of its round shot, however, flew high
and did little damage to Love's battery.42 Some of the Mexican overshots
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landed among Colonel Ralls's troops, killing Cpl. Thomas Ely of Company E, seriously wounding trooper Ulysses Norton,
and killing six horses. 43
Lieutenant Love would later observe
that during the close-range artillery duel,
Mexican grapeshot (a large number of iron
balls fired en masse) "fell like hail among
the men striking the cannon, limbers and
caissons." Enemy fire struck Pvt. George
Meyers, a recruit from St. Louis; he would
lose his right arm. The Irish luck of Pvt.
LT. JOHN LOVE.
John Vance, an old soldier from County
(Photograph courtesy Roger
Tyrone, ran out when some grapeshot hit Hunt Collection, U.S. Army
him in the face. Private Vance survived his M ilitary History Institute,
wound but lost his right eye. Thomas Crosby, Carlisle, Pennsylvania)
a twenty-six-year-old British immigrant who
had re-enlisted in the dragoons when the war started, was also seriously
injured by counter-battery fire. Four other B Company Dragoons were
slightly wounded during the morning's intense artillery exchange. 44
Around noon American scouts reported that a column of J.{ine hundred
lancers were fast approaching; Lieutenant Love was ordered to fall back in
order to protect the American encampment and his ammunition train. As
he did so, rousing cheers and loud shouts of "Venceremos," "Viva Mexico,"
and "Santiago" could be heard from the defenders who believed that the
Yanquis were in retreat. 4S The reinforcements turned out to be nothing more
than a few presidial horsemen and some unarmed campesinos from neighboring towns. Hearing the distant rumble of artillery, they came to watch
the battle. These individuals skirmished briefly with a company of Santa Fe
Horse and fled. 46
During a lull in the fighting, Glasgow the merchant briefly napped in a
field near the battle, only to be awakened by the screams of a wounded man
whose leg was being sawed off by an army surgeon. A short distance away he
saw hospital attendants "dressing the stump of another's which had just been
cut off." Glasgow wrote that he "didn't feel sleepy again for some time" and
concluded: "War is an ugly business and I could not help thinking when it
was all over, that this thing of people's killing each other is the greatest
nonsense extant."47
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General Price decided that the lengthy artillery bombardment had not
shaken the resolve of the well-entrenched defenders and that his troops must
enter the town. At 3:00 PM, he ordered Lieutenant Love's cannon back to
the cemetery with orders to provide covering fire for the impending attack.
Love's battery, under fire from two Mexican artillery pieces, trotted forward
and again swung into battery.48
Lieutenant Colonel Lane's three companies of Missourians dismounted
and swiftly advanced from the north. Meeting little resistance, Lane's detachment cut through several walls of buildings and came to within one
hundred yards of the plaza. Here, they encountered several artillery pieces
masked behind secure fortifications under the command of Col. Vicente
Sanchez and Capt. Francisco Montes de Oca. Sanchez ordered his troops
to open fire. A fusillade of bullets chipped the surrounding walls; Lt. George
Hepburn of Company D fell mortally wounded, as did B Company privates
Henry Beckmann and Joseph Scharfenberg. 49 The fire from the plaza increased and five or six of the attackers lay wounded. Lane's men, finding
their exposed position to be perilous, beat a hasty retreat back to their original position. General Price rode up and ordered the command to mount
and attack from the southwestern side of the town. 50
From their fortified position in the plaza, the defenders had successfully
withstood the intense artillery bombardment and repelled the attack from
the north. Mingled with wreckage and burning material, the dead and unattended wounded lay all over the ground. The acrid smell of gun smoke
filled the sky. More attacks would come.
General Price ordered Colonel Ralls's four companies of Missourians to
advance on foot at the double quick from the southwest quarter. After withstanding Mexican cannon shot all morning, and with their pent-up rage
unleashed, they gave a loud cheer and charged the village. From high atop
the church and on the roof of a neighboring two-story building, Capt. Juan
Talamantes and a company of infantry guardsmen took up exposed positions to meet Ralls's attack. These movements attracted the attention of
Love's gunners. Well-aimed shots from three of Love's cannon killed Captain Talamantes and most of the men in his detachment. 5!
Colonel Ralls's detachment of 190 men moved cautiously down the narrow streets that led to the plaza. Ralls would later describe the Mexican
positions: "Every house and wall, from the point of our entrance into town
to the steeple of the church was filled with infantry, protected by barricades
or parapets, and, in fact, the outlines of the walls and houses bristled with
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musketry, which continued to pour in the
direction of our party, added to which were
hand grenades, which the enemy was constantly throwing into our midst."52
In front of Ralls stood a formation of
forty-three National Guard skirmishers
commanded by Lt. Jose Escobar. As Ralls
neared the plaza, Escobar's skirmishers
swiftly parted, unmasking a barricade in
which was placed a twenty-four-pound
howitzer. The weapon belched forth a
deadly round of canister into Ralls's formation and sent it reeling. Two Missourians COL. JOHN RALLS
fell seriously wounded. Rather than risk a (Photograph courtesy Ralls
suicidal charge, he ordered his men to fall Lodge No. 33, Center,
Missouri)
back and take cover inside the adjacent
buildings.53 Mexican artillery was positioned to fire down the streets but not into many of the buildings. By going
inside, the Missourians were protected from being struck by artillery. Using
crowbars, picks, rifle butts, and shovels, Ralls's detachment slowly bashed,
clawed, and dug their way through the interior adobe walls of buildings and
soon gained possession of a corral fronting on the plaza. 54
At about 5:00 PM, Major Walker's detachment of Santa Fe Volunteers
and Missouri Horse launched their attack from the southwest. Brushing
aside some skirmishers, Walker's men steadily advanced from the south toward the plaza, and soon encountered a strong Mexican position under the
command of Colonel Justiniani. Walker's men cleared the position by poking holes into the walls of fortified houses and then tossing lighted howitzer
shells into the rooms. Walker brought up a twelve-pound mountain howitzer to fire canister into the plaza and at the Mexican rooftop snipers. 55 The
Mexican forces had bravely endured over six hours of bombardment and
fighting. They were now being attacked on two sides, and casualties were
mounting. At twenty minutes after six, and with darkness fast approaching,
General Trias ordered a cease-fire and surrendered. 56
This did not end the battle. In Colonel Ralls's official account of the
battle, written on 17 March 1848, he reveals that, after his troops had gained
a position near the plaza, they observed a white flag of surrender and he
ordered a "cease fire." Colonel Ralls wrote: "So intent were the men, and so
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determined was their enthusiasm to occupy the church (from which so much
mischief had been done) and the plaza before night, that the officers (including myself) had much difficulty restraining [the troops], and to get them
once more into ranks."57 In Trias's official report of the battle, he mentions
that American troops did not stop shooting even when a bugle calling for a
cease-fire was sounded. 58 A Mexican account of the battle notes that as nightfall descended, and after the plaza fell to Price's men, the victors did not
suspend their fire nor cease the commission of excesses. 59

After the Shooting Finally Stopped: Casualties and Fallout
The final assault upon Rosales had taken about an hour and one-half. General Price's losses for the battle amounted to four killed and nineteen
wounded. 60 Mexican losses were significantly higher.
John Gooch Ferguson of the Third Missouri wrote that as soon as the
battle ended, it became dark and he bedded down in the church. "The next
morning the sight that had met the eye was shocking to behold. Piles of
dead Mexicans were seen in various quarters, many of them most horribly
mangled."6! Acting Asst. Surg. E. S. Gale of the Third Missouri surveyed the
south side of town after the battle and counted 182 dead Mexican soldiers. 62
Price reported Mexican deaths at two officers and 236 enlisted men.
General Trias, however, reported that only two officers, thirty privates and
eleven civilians were killed during the battle. 63 Two historians questioned
the casualty totals from the engagement. Why did the attacking army suffer
so few casualties while the defending Mexicans, fighting behind stout fortifications, lost 236 men? George Lockhart Rives and K. Jack Bauer concluded
that Price's report of Mexican losses must have been mistaken. 64 The Mexican command structure ceased to exist at the end of battle. Mexican officers, who were prisoners, hastily computed the casualty reports. Given
Assistant Surgeon Gale's body count after the battle, Price's estimation of
Mexican dead would appear to be more accurate than that given by Trias.
On the day after the battle, General Price and the bulk of his command
headed back to Chihuahua. The prisoners were paroled and set free. 65 A
portion of Missouri volunteers under Colonel Ralls remained in garrison at
Santa Cruz de Rosales. Ferguson, a newspaper reporter in civilian life, wrote
that a "day or two after the battle I found an old press and types, and issued
one number of a paper called the Santa Cruz Banner, containing Colonel
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ENLISTED MAN FROM THE MISSOURI REGIMENT

The typical Missouri volunteer wore civilian
garb. The federal government supplied his
primary weapon, a Model 1841 Yeager rifle.
From John Taylor Hughes, Doniphan's
Expedition: Containing an account of the
conquest of New Mexico . .. (Cincinnati:
J.A. & U.P. James, 1848).

Ralls' and Colonel Lane's reports and an [unofficial] account of the battle."66
On 24 March 1848, Colonel Ralls, concerned
that the battle was fought after the rumored ceasefire, sent a copy of his report with a letter by courier to the commanding officer at army headquarters
in Saltillo, Mexico. He included the following observation:
Feeling a strong desire to have news from the United States and
Mexico, I have thought it proper to send this communication to you,
with the request that itmay be laid before the General Commanding,
in order that I may have returned to me the latest and most authentic
intelligence. There was a rumor at this place, and it was so reported to
General Price before his capture of this town, which took place on the
16th Inst, [he heard] there was an armistice, but no facts could be
furnished bearing evidence sufficient to convince the General that
there existed such an armistice. 67
General Price, who had made no mention in his report of any misconduct by the troops under his command, was furious when he heard that
Colonel Ralls had allowed copies of an unofficial account of the battle to be
printed and placed into the hands of his troops. On 24 March, the general
wrote to Colonel Ralls that he regretted "exceedingly the course you have
adopted, as it gives a publicity to an important document never recognized
but through the medium of the War Department."6s General Price ordered
Colonel Ralls to report immediately to headquarters in Chihuahua and upon
Ralls's arrival, placed the colonel under house arrest. 69
On 4 April 1848, Colonel Ralls responded to Price's vague charges. He
took umbrage with Price's assertion that this behavior somehow violated a
sense of military protocol:
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While in arrest without written information as to the nature of the
charges it is intended to prefer against me for insubordination given by
you on yesterday when you placed me in arrest, I am led to the
conclusion that you have done so relative to the printing of what
purported to be my official report of the action taken by the forces
under my command at the Battle of Santa Cruz Rosales, on the 16th of
March in connection with the letter forwarded by me from that place
to the officer in command of the United States forces stationed at
Saltillo from which you seem to infer that I am disposed to assume a
command which you think belongs only to yourself.
If I am correct in this conclusion, then I deem it to be a duty lowe
to the public service, to you and to myself to make a statement of the
motives and feeling which influenced me in regard to this matter.
The document referred to [The Banner] was not printed by my order,
nor does it contain my official report-however, in justice to those who
executed the printing, it was done by my consent-in the hour of
excitement after the achievement of victory over our enemy's [sic], the
printing was permitted without any mischievous intent on the part of
myself or any others- believing as I did at the time that any accusation
of such notoriety of the Battle of Santa Cruz could be printed without
being to the public service.... The facts published were generally
known in this Country and being communicated in every direction by
each party engaged in the Conflict.70
On 5April 1848, General Price wrote to General Wool that he had "made
every effort to suppress circulation of this [unofficial printed] Report, and at
once ordered Colonel Ralls to report to me in person: his corroboration of
these facts led at once to his arrest." The next day, Price released Ralls from
confinement.71
Gen. William Butler, commanding the American forces in Mexico, ordered General Price to return the arms seized in the Battle of Rosales to the
Mexican government. Possibly fearing armed retribution for the actions of
the volunteers, this order was troubling to Colonel Ralls. In a letter written
to his wife from Santa Cruz de Rosales on 21 April 1848, he chaffed:
We must deliver to the Mexican authorities all arms and property
which we captured in the battle here on the 16th of March. This is
looked upon by the brave soldiers who so nobly fought for and
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captured these arms & etc, as degrading. We would rather fight again
than be compelled to surrender the arms. I am clearly of the opinion
that if Genl. Butler had been fully apprised of the facts in regard to this
Battle, and the unpleasant situation in which this order places us, he
would not have required us to comply with such an order. 72
Colonel Ralls need not have been worried.
Presumably the weapons were returned to the Mexican government and
on 24 July 1848, the U.S. forces departed Chihuahua for Santa Fe. There were
no reported confrontations during their march to Santa Fe. The·Third Missouri marched home and was mustered out of service in Independence, Missouri, on 25 October 1848. Colonel Ralls returned to his wife and family. In
1850 he gained admission to the Missouri bar and later became a judge.73
Sec. of War William Marcy wrote to General Price, remarking that the
general's unilateral decision to invade Chihuahua was jeopardizing the fragile peace by creating "great uncertainty as to what will be our future relations
with Mexico." Sensing the all-too-common hostility ofvolunteers to the Mexican populace, he urged the general to take "great pains ... to prevent all
irregular or disorderly conduct in our troops." He also expressed anger that
Price had disobeyed orders by failing to send some of his men westward to
reinforce the army in California.74 No matter, the war was over. General Price
got the victory he wanted, and Marcy was powerless to hurt a war hero. Turning control of the territory and remaining troops temporarily over to Major
Beall, Price returned to Missouri and was hailed as a conquering generaP5
Was there a Massacre of Mexican Prisoners?

On 22 May 1848, Lt. Cave Couts penned a briefletter
to Lieutenant Love from army headquarters at
Saltillo. 76 At the time, Couts commanded Company
A of the First United States Dragoons. Like Love,
he was a graduate of the U.S. Military Academy
and a junior officer in the dragoons. A treaty ending the war had been signed at Guadalupe Hidalgo
LT. CAVE COUTS

(Photograph courtesy Bancroft Library, Berkeley,
California)
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nearly four months earlier. 77 But like the other American officers in northern Mexico, Couts was not aware of this.
Lieutenant Couts, who was not at the Battle of Santa Cruz de Rosales,
had heard accounts-most likely from Colonel Ralls's letter and battle
report-of a massacre of Mexican troops. With the arrival of Capt. William
Grier's troop of dragoons in Saltillo, Couts was relieved to hear firsthand
that Lieutenant Love and the dragoons played no part in this abomination. 78
Couts wrote to Love:
We are delighted to hear from Capt. Grier that you had nothing to do
with the 'Cowpen Slaughter' at Santa Cruz. Something had been
heard of it previous to the arrival of the Capt., which agreed with his
version of the affair, viz: you penned up a number of Mexican regular
greasers, and slaughtered them by file. We are all proud, and feel
happy in learning that you gave countenance to no such inhumanity.
He concluded:
I had forgotten at the commencement of my letter to congratulate you
on your Captaincy-allow me to do so, in a few minutes, with a good
gulp of brandy. By the way, I send you a quantity of Puros, (1200), and
not least a keg of fine old Brandy (15 galls). Take a drink with all the
fellows in Chihuahua also, for me. If peace is not made, we will
probably meet in the next world, if not before. In haste. 79
Six years later in 1854, Love, who had resigned from his commission,
received another letter suggesting a dark side of the battle. This one was
from Major Beall, his former commanding officer at Rosales. Beall wrote to
inquire about opportunities in the private sector for a retired officer. In this
letter, Major Beall, possibly making a reference to the Cowpen incident,
asked could "a poor devil like me make any money in this business? Or
must I go back to [the State on Chihuahua and meet such fellows as you,
[Adrian?] Terry, Folger, [Lt. John] Adams, [Lt. Col. Alton] Easton, McCarty,
& a host of others who congregated in that abominable Corral."80 In the
idiom of nineteenth-century language use, the term abominable has a special meaning: inhuman, detestable, or beastly.81 The question is whether
Major Beall was guilty of using outrageous hyperbole, or ifhe was referring
to dastardly atrocities committed at Santa Cruz de Rosales.
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To date, there is no detailed study on the battle. Most historians who
write of this battle do so in the broad context of the U.S-Mexico War. 81 Often reading from the same published battle reports, official correspondence,
journals, newspapers, as well as from each other, they give the battle about
one or two pages of attention in their books 83 Although one historian, without citing any authority or giving details, suggested a postsurrender atrocity,
the others fail to mention any significant carnage. 84
A good starting point to sort out the mystery is the casualty reports. In six
of the major battles fought in the war, the percentage of casualties-killed
and wounded-suffered by the United States compared to Mexico ranges
between a low of 23 percent (Palo Alto and Churubusco) to a high of 133
percent (Monterrey). The total loss of U.S. soldiers in these representative
battles averages to roughly 34 percent of Mexican losses (see fig. 1).
At first glance, the disproportionate casualties at Santa Cruz de Rosales
may be attributed to the combination of badly sited Mexican artillery,
wildly inaccurate Mexican marksmanship, and the reckless exposure of
Mexican troops to U.S. artillery fire. These factors may be responsible for
a portion of the significantly disparate figures. Yet there could be a darker
reason for the unusually high toll of Mexican enlisted casualties: many of
the Mexican soldiers may have been ruthlessly killed by volunteers after
they had surrendered.

Figure 1

Battle and Date

Number of U.S.
Soldiers Killed
and Wounded

Number of
Mexicans Killed
and Wounded

Percentage
of U.S.
to Mexican
Losses

53
122
488
659
99 8
706

231
359
36 7
16 39
4297

23
34
133
40
23

Palo Alto, 8 May 1846
Resaca de la Palma, 9 May 1846
Monterrey, 21-23 September 1846
Buena Vista, 23 February 1847
Churubusco, 20 August 1847
Molina del Rey, 8 September 1847
Totals

3°26

Santa Cruz de Rosales, 16 March 1848

4
killed

2000

35

8893
23 8

34

Sources: K. Jack Bauer, The Mexican War, 1846-1848, The Wars of the United
States (New York: Macmillan, 1974), 57, 62, 100,217, 301, 311; and Sterling Price
to Adj. Gen. Roger Jones, 31 March 1848, U.S. Congress, House, Report of
Operations of the Army of the West, February-March 1848, 30th Cong., 2d sess.,
1848-1849, HED 1, ser. no. 537> p. 113.
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At Santa Cruz de Rosales, Price's losses were a mere 1 percent of the
reported Mexican casualties. These figures are notable considering that Price
attacked fairly well-entrenched defenders who had foTted up inside of a
village. 85 Usually, an army attacking prepared defenses can expect to take
heavy losses. 86 Furthermore, the loss of just two Mexican officers out of over
two-hundred deaths raises suspicion that the slaughter may have occurred
after these officers were separated from their men and placed under the
protection of American officers.
Two weeks after the battle, Edward James Glasgow wrote to his sister
from Chihuahua that Mexicans are "cowardly in the extreme," having "perhaps fewer redeeming traits of character than any other nation; not excepting Comanches nor the wild Arabs."87 This attitude was not unique. A
significant number of volunteer soldiers viewed Mexicans as an inferior race
and often resorted to acts of violence, pillaging, and rape. 88 Troops marched
merrily off to war to the patriotic strains of Yankee Doodle, but with new
words added for the occasion:
The Mexicans are doomed to fall,
God has in wrath forsook' em,
And all their goods and chattels call
On us to go and hook'em.
We're the boys for Mexico,
Sing Yankee Doodle Dandy,
Gold and silver images,
Plentiful and handy.
Churches grand, with altars rich,
Saints with diamond collars,
(That's the talk to understand)
With lots of new bright dollars.
We're the boys for Mexico, etc. 89
The Niles Register of 28 January 1848, quoting the editor of the New York
Evening Post, reported the following:
And again, "the aborigines of this country have not attempted and
cannot attempt, to exist independently alongside of us. Providence has
so ordained it; and it is folly not to recognize the fact. The Mexicans
are aboriginal Indians, and they must share the destiny of their race."
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The "destiny of the race" of "aboriginal Indians along side of us"
has been extinction-rapid extinction-not subjection, as we all know.
They never have submitted to become slaves. Is it then seriously
contemplated that the seven millions of Mexican Indians shall not
"exist independently along side of us?" -and pronounced to be "a folly
not to recognize the fact, that Providence has so ordained it?"90
In 1919 historian Justin Smith gently summarized the reason for the misbehavior of the troops: "Conquering soldiers in a foreign land, especially
when the enemy is deemed cowardly, treacherous and cruel, are not likely
to be angels; and we may count upon meeting here with disagreeable as
well as complimentary facts."91 Writing about atrocities committed by volunteers eighty-three years after the publication of Smith's work, historian
Paul Foos was more blunt: The "proclivity [of the volunteers] for racist,
religious, or nationalist rationales for their crimes took up the language of
manifest destiny, suffusing their criminal activity with heroism and comradeship implicit in their cause."92
From Matamoros to Monterrey, from Vera Cruz to Mexico City, the
Mexican nation was ransacked and pillaged by American soldiers throughout the war. Fourth Artillery Lt. Daniel H. Hill, later a Confederate general,
witnessed a paroled Mexican soldier gunned down in cold blood by a volunteer, and heard that "at least one hundred inhabitants [of Monterrey had
been] ... murdered by Volunteers."93 Dragoon trooper Sam Chamberlain
wrote of witnessing a massacre of twenty to thirty civilians by Arkansas Volunteers. 94 In 1849 a regular United States officer reported to Congress that
all through Northern Mexico "the smiling villages which welcomed our
troops on their upward march are now black and smoldering ruins, their
gardens and orange groves destroyed, and the inhabitants who administered
to their necessities, have fled to the mountains. The march of Atila [sic] was
not more withering and destructive."95
Francisco Montes de Oca, the captain of artillery at Rosales whose cannon stopped Lane's advance in its tracks, decades later related how the invaders plundered Rosales following the battle. 96 For many years after the
battle, residents of the region would recall with horror the murder and other
atrocities committed by Price's troopS.97
Although the press sometimes reported personal accounts ofatrocities, not
all atrocities were publicized. Foos explains: "It was extremely rare for an
individual volunteer to break ranks with his fellows and unashamedly declare
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that his comrades were out-and-out murderers ... [T]he closed mouths and
closed ranks of the volunteers made it difficult to achieve corroboration of
those stories."98 Indeed, there existed a near silence among the volunteers
who fought at Santa Cruz de Rosales on that sixteenth day of March. But
clues, viewed in the aggregate, make for a strong case of a shameful massacre.
There were men in the Third Missouri who had little respect for their
officers and often refused to follow their orders. 99 This may explain why
some Missourians, as reported by Colonel Ralls, continued to shoot into a
mass ofsurrendered Mexicans after the order of cease-fire. In addition many
men in the Third Missouri were infected with racial animosity. Ferguson
noted in his diary that on 27 October 1847, a fight between townsfolk of San
Pedro and some members of the Missouri regiment resulted in the destructive actions of twenty or thirty troopers who "ransacked the town, broke
open several doors, and brought away fourteen prisoners, who were found
on top of a house with arms in their hands; and it was said that one Mexican
was shot. In the melee the men took a good many chickens, blankets, trinkets, etc, and Gilham displayed one of their Saints, or images (San Antonio), as a trophy."100
A growing body of evidence supports the proposition that an abomination occurred at Santa Cruz de Rosales on that March afternoon. First is
the statistically anomalous disproportion in the number of dead Mexican
enlisted soldiers. Second is the likelihood of racial animosity of many of the
Missouri Volunteers toward Mexicans. Third are the actions and words of
Ralls, including his report stating that he had difficulty restraining his troops
after his order to cease fire, and his fear of returning firearms to the Mexicans. Fourth are the letters written to Lieutenant Love by Lieutenant Couts,
who referred to the "Cowpen Slaughter" of "greasers," and by Colonel Beall,
who mentioned an event occurring in a corral in the State of Chihuahua
that he characterized as "abominable." Finally, a massacre at Santa Cruz de
Rosales may be partially inferred from the overreaction of the politically
ambitious General Price, particularly by his "exceeding" regret that Colonel Ralls had given "publicity" to the battle by virtue of a report published
in the Santa Cruz Banner, his suppression of the Banner distribution, and
his arrest of Colonel Ralls for allowing the report to be published.
This article will hopefully impel historians to take a closer look at the
unheralded fight at Santa Cruz de Rosales and, by doing so, to locate evidence that either supports or refutes the author's hypothesis that a
postsurrender massacre occurred on that sixteenth day of March in 1848.
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Book Reviews

Curandero: A Life in Mexican Folk Healing. By Eliseo "Cheo" Torres with
Timothy L. Sawyer Jr. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2005.
ix + 170 pp. Halftones, bibliography, index. $14-95 paper, ISBN 0-8263-3640-X.)
This book details the personal journey of Eliseo "Cheo" Torres, a professor and vice president of student affairs at the University of New Mexico, to
understand the healing practices of Mexican and Mexican American cultures, and to document the lives of important Mexican healers such as El
Nino Fidencio, don Pedrito Jaramillo, Chenchito Alvarado, and Teresita
Urrea. Torres also documents the work of local healers such as his mother
and father, dona Marfa, the neighborhood curandera, and dona Juana, a
partera (midwife). Curanderismo is a traditional art of healing that predates
doctors trained in western medicine, and it flourishes in areas where doctors are scarce and where people cannot afford medical treatment. Torres
wants to understand not only the history of curanderismo, but also to articulate the cures utilized, their social and cultural implications, and the spiritual dimension involved in healing. In chapters 10 and H, he describes the
traditionally understood healing powers of plants and herbs, but also more
exotic cures unknown in the Southwest, such as the cure of the piedra iman
(lodestone cure) and bilis and muina, cures for anger sickness.
Torres relates these tales of curing to periods of his own spiritual growth. In
so doing, he brings the history of curanderismo, the healers themselves, and
their knowledge to a wider audience. Torres has incorporated these healing
practices into teaching seminars held at the University of New Mexico.
Curandero is a passionate journey into a special kind of knowing with
great potential to look beyond the body for ways to heal. One striking aspect
of the book is Torres's explanations of why these cures, which may seem
unscientific to a modern sensibility, work. He cites many scholarly and scientific studies that support the healing properties of various plants. In addition, he analyzes the psychological effects that the laying on of hands, so
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important to curanderismo, has on the body. As he comments, modern
medicine acknowledges that the mind is often instrumental in healing the
body. If patients believe in the cure, they get better. Nonetheless, Torres
emphasizes, when curanderos see a serious illness they cannot cure, they
send the patient to contemporary medical practitioners.
The book is written in a clear personal style as if Torres is speaking directly with the reader. The book begins with, "My name is Eliseo Torres,
and this book is a piece of my heart" (p. 1). Curandero places emphasis on a
larger world of "integrative medicine," bringing together social, historical,
and cultural perspectives with conventional and traditional medicine in a
more holistic approach. Torres sees that curanderismo has been overlooked
by conventional contemporary medicine in the past, but is becoming increasingly accepted today.
Tey Diana Rebolledo
University of New Mexico

Rider of the Pale Horse: A Memoir of Los Alamos and Beyond. By McAllister
Hull with Amy Bianco, illustrations by John Hull. (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 2005. ix +158 pp. 43 illustrations, bibliography, index.
$24.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8263-3553-5.)
McAllister Hull's career intersected several of the most significant moments in the history and development of nuclear weapons. Drafted into the
U.S. Army in 1943, Hull worked at Los Alamos crafting explosive lenses
used for the Fat Man plutonium implosion device. Shortly thereafter Hull
studied nuclear blast phenon~enology, particularly the "cloud chamber effect" and radioactive fallout of the Bikini Atoll tests conducted in the summer of 1946. Later, Hull worked with Gregory Breit at Yale to determine
whether or not a hydrogen bomb would ignite the atmosphere (they theorized it would not).
Hull's perspective on the Manhattan Project is that of an "average" soldier and he offers insights into the daily realities of working at Los Alamos.
"As an ordinary G.I.," Hull recalls, "1 lived in a barracks with other soldiers
brought in to fill the junior technical jobs all over the Lab. I didn't know
much nuclear physics, but 1 was determined to figure out just what it was
we were doing in this remote place." Due to compartmentalization, Hull's
clearance was restricted to his specific area. He writes, "most of my barracks
mates rarely worried about these restrictions, and we regularly exchanged
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information .... These security breaches probably reduced the overall task
time by months!" (p. 34).
Like most of the Manhattan Project memoirists, Hull is compelled to
share his personal struggle with the legacy of Hiroshima and Nagasaki: "I
just wish he [President Truman]-or we-had found a way to use them to
stop the war immediately without making those of us who worked on them
accessory to several hundred thousand deaths.... I do not know about my
friends, but I have never for a moment forgotten that responsibility" (p. 73)'
Here and there, Hull provides his personal assessment of the atomic age's
founding fathers. For example, Edward Teller "helped a petty man, Lewis
Strauss, to harass a man [Oppenheimer] better than either of them," and
"When as dean of Graduate and Professional Education at SUNY Buffalo,
I had to introduce Teller years later, I characterized him as honestly as I
could without being rude. I said only that he was one of the best teachers I
had ever encountered (at Los Alamos 'University'), a true statement, which
Teller liked" (p. 135)'
Rider of the Pale Horse is part memoir, part physics primer, part policy
advice. Of these, it is the personal history that is by far the most valuable. The
policy statements are light handed enough and thoughtful (e.g., he favors
nuclear energy development), but the extended discussions of basic nuclear
physics, the principles of fission and fusion, and so forth, do become a bit
tedious at times and, I think for the purposes of this memoir, are unnecessary.
Yet, what remains-Hull's personal experiences at key moments and in key
places-is a valuable contribution to our understanding of the development
of the atomic age. Hull's book reminds us that such momentous developments
as the first atomic bomb were the work of real-but not average-individuals
tinkering, experimenting, guessing, trying, failing, and succeeding.
Scott C. Zeman
New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology
Socorro

Spanish-Language Newspapers in New Mexico, 1834-1958. By A. Gabriel
Melendez. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2005. xiii + 268 pp. Halftones, notes; bibliography, index. $24.95 paper, ISBN 0-8165-2472-6.)
This book is a newly titled republication of A. Gabriel Melendez's highly
regarded So All is Not Lost: The Poetics of Print in Nuevomexicano Communities, 1834-1958 (1997)' Not revised in any way from the earlier version,
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Spanish-Language Newspapers in New Mexico keeps in print one of the
most important books on the history of Spanish-language print culture in
the United States. Melendez recovers forgotten publications and historically contextualizes an important dimension of the literature and culture of
the Southwest. The book presents information about the lives and writings
of a variety of figures in newspaper writing and publishing, serving as an
important reference; at the same time, it offers a trenchant analysis ofsocial
conditions affecting this print culture and puts forth insightful readings of
poems, historical sketches, and biographical pieces. As such the book offers
a model study for anyone wishing to conduct further scholarship on the
Spanish-language press in various parts of the United States in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Melendez traces the rise of newspapers from fledgling efforts in the years
preceding the U.S.-Mexico War to a more rapid proliferation in later decades. This includes a period between 1879 and 1912 when more than ninety
papers were published. The author concludes with the closing of EI Nuevo

Mexicano in 1958. Emphasizing the distinct characteristics of the press in
New Mexico, Melendez argues that the papers helped communities preserve language, social customs, and communal relations and expressed "post-

1848 resistance and opposition to Anglo-American political, social, and
cultural hegemony" (p. 65). For example, the discussion of the village
teacher, bardo (poetofthe people), and newspaper writer Jesus Marfa Hilario
Alarid (1834-1917) illustrates how the oral tradition from which Alarid
emerged-marked as it was by a call to express emotions-made its way
into the pages of newspapers, which published his prose and poetry as a
defense of the Spanish language and cultural rights.
Perhaps the best example of the book's analytical strength is a chapter
devoted to the uses of historical accounts in the newspapers. Melendez shows
how the papers published accounts looking back to the Amerindian past,
Spanish colonialism in Mexico, Latin America's wars ofliberation, and other
events to build a historical consciousness. This consciousness resisted justifications of U.S. expansion based on the dominant ideologies of Anglo superiority and Manifest Destiny. Melendez writes, "Editors whose intent had
been to promote a positive sense of the community through literary and
intellectual endeavor made historical discourse a part of their work in journalism" (p. lll). This work included the use of short biographies that connected biographical subjects to the community.
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Some sections do call for more elaboration. For example, Melendez connects the efforts of periodiqueros (journalists) to challenge negative stereotypes of Nuevomexicanos to later developments in Chicano literature.
Although a critical thread does connect earlier periods to the Chicano movements of the late twentieth century, the repetitions and differences deserve
more explanation. One wonders, for example, how the primacy of the Spanish language in these early newspapers offers a different type of critique and
different view of cultural community than more contemporary Chicano
movements. But these are minor points about a book that should be required reading for anyone interested in the history of the Southwest, the
U.S. Hispanic literary heritage, and the history of journalism.
Rodrigo Lazo
University of California, Irvine

The San Diego World's Fairs and Southwestern Memory, 1880-1940. By
Matthew F. Bokovoy. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2005.

xx + 316 pp. 59 halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth,

ISBN 0-

8263-3642-6. )
The great world's fairs held between 1851 and 1939 are among the most
rewarding sites for historical interpretation. Their extravagant architecture,
exuberant promotional literature, boisterous amusements, and earnest commercial exhibits offer the historian multiple fields for recovering the anxieties and aspirations of the trans-Atlantic Machine Age. In the American
context, the interpretive opportunity has been taken up most energetically
by Robert W. Rydell, who has argued that expositions from Philadelphia to
Chicago to San Diego were inspired by visions of empire. They celebrated
and justified the advance of an idealized Anglo-Saxon civilization, both by
trumpeting the achievements of elite Whites and by presenting Indians,
American Blacks, and nonwestern peoples as exotic primitives. Matthew F.
Bokovoy's book resists such sweeping claims, but it does not ignore them.
In his narrower study ofthe two fairs staged at San Diego, the 1915 PanamaCalifornia Exposition and the 1935-1936 California-Pacific International
Exposition, Bokovoy complicates the dichotomous picture of elite Whites
and debased others. He notes, for example, that the chief anthropological
exhibit at the 1915 fair called into question the popular belief in a pure
White race, and that the Native Americans brought to San Diego to enliven
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the fair's "Painted Desert" exhibit, a multistoried adobe structure complete
with carved vigas and rough-hewn ladders, were less stock characters manipulated by Anglo stage masters than respected and discriminating participants
who "influenced the conditions and circumstances for the inclusion of their
civilizations into regional and national memory" (p. 117 ).In short, where Rydell
emphasized the dominance of an American imperial imagination, Bokovoy
stresses the ways in which the San Diego fairs promoted a more progressive,
inclusive, and pluralist perspective for the modern Southwest.
Bokovoy's approach has merit, but he is so intent on finding an "egalitarian" spirit at the fairs (see, for example, pp. 43, 63, 77,223) that he plays
down the social fault lines running through San Diego and the greater Southwest. Among other things, he overreaches in elevating the influence of Indian participants and softening the motives of White organizers. A more
troubling problem is the book's unwieldiness. The two fairs, despite the
common aim of drumming up business for greater San Diego, were more
different than alike. Whereas the 1915 event cloaked its boosterism in an
aura of science and social refinement, the 1936 exposition baldly promoted
the offerings of a modern consumer culture. Fanciful Mediterranean architecture gave way to the Ford Motor Company Pavilion.
To root the two expositions in a single narrative, Bokovoy highlights their
Spanish colonial trappings. He finds that both fairs put on display the
Southwest's modern Spanish heritage, an invented and regenerated tradition that took different forms in California and New Mexico after 1900. But
this is an odd way to frame his argument. Although paeans to a Spanish
colonial past were certainly evident in the architecture and promotional
literature of the 1915 fair, they were scarcely found among its amusements,
scientific exhibits, and commercial displays, and they were rarer still in 1936.
As a result, Bokovoy must make "modern Spanish heritage" remarkably elastic: in 1915, he tells us, it was defined by the southwestern Indian (p. 138),
while in 1936 it was linked to "the culture of abundance in Southern California" (p. 164) and even to "girlie and burlesque shows" (p. 198). Ifhistorians are
to continue their study of what a modern Spanish heritage meant to residents
of the Southwest, they have to decide what it was-and what it was not.
Charles Montgomery
University of Florida
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Working the Navajo Way: Labor and Culture in the Twentieth Century. By
Colleen O'Neill. (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2005. xvii + 235 pp.
Halftones, maps, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, ISBN 0-7°061395-1.)
Some critics argue that the Navajo Nation has received too much scholarly attention relative to other tribes, and that this southwestern tribe, because of its size, influence, and unique history cannot serve as a useful
representative example of the Native experience. Colleen O'Neill's history
of Navajo laborers in the early to mid-twentieth century demonstrates that
Dine history is still a vital and often innovative field of historical inquiry.
She also makes an admirable attempt to link Navajo workers' experiences
not only to those of other Native communities, but also to those of nonNative laborers.
Whereas other scholars have tended to ignore Native American labor
history, or have viewed Indian wageworkers as colonial pawns, O'Neill argues that Navajos were able to adapt to a broader market economy without
surrendering their traditional ways. They did so willingly to strengthen their
households and communities during times of change. During the 1920S
and 193os, Navajo men opened small independent coal mines that allowed
them to step into the broader economy on their own terms. By hiring extended family members and doing most of the mining during winter months,
they were able to extract mineral wealth without violating traditional notions ofkinship reciprocity and land use, and without disrupting their continued involvement in farming and sheepherding. Meanwhile, Navajo
women took part in the market economy from home as weavers. They traded
their rugs for money, which helped th~ir families survive throughout the
seasonal economic cycle. Weaving also reflected and reinforced Navajo world
views and helped women maintain their central familial role.
After World War II, more Navajo men and women took part in the market economy as wageworkers on and off the reservation. O'Neill contends
that they also controlled their own fates. They pooled their paychecks to aid
their households and gain more economic autonomy from on-reservation
traders. Nava;os were initially reluctant to join labor unions, which they
viewed as "White" institutions, but did so increasingly after the 1950S as
they began to view unions as "Navajo."
In some ways O'Neill's focus is narrow. She concentrates on Navajo
coal miners, railroad workers, and weavers and only briefly considers the
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experiences of other Navajo workers or the unemployed. The author also
tends to focus on the more heavily populated eastern portion of the Navajo
Nation and deals little with families living in Utah, around Tuba City, Arizona, or in the south-central section. She may be too optimistic at times,
emphasizing Navajo workers' abilities to control their participation in the
economy to a higher degree than seems realistic. But these criticisms are
not meant to deny O'Neill's accomplishments or the usefulness of this work.
She makes ample use of secondary, archival, and oral sources to tell compelling personal and community stories. Whether American labor historians or other scholars interested in American Indian history will notice this
book remains to be seen, but they should not dismiss it as a work too narrowly focused on Navajos. O'Neill's argument that Dine wageworkers played
an active and often innovative role as participants in and contributors to
their broader regional economies is worthy of attention.
Wade Davies
University of Montana

White Justice in Arizona: Apache Murder Trials in the Nineteenth Century.
By Clare V. McKanna Jr. (Lubbock: Texas Tech University Press, 2005. xii
+ 223 pp. Halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $27.95 cloth, ISBN

0-89672-554-5. )
In his 1997 book Homicide, Race, and Justice in the American West, 18801920, Clare V. McKanna Jr. examined 977 homicide cases in three western
counties (one each in Nebraska, Colorado, and Arizona). He concluded that
the West was more violent than the East. Although this interpretation proved
controversial and his research design attracted criticism, the sheer number of
murder cases he studied was impressive. In this new book, McKanna looks
closely at only four Arizona Territory cases in which authorities charged Apache
defendants with murdering both Apache and Anglo victims. In the subsequent trials, conducted between 1887 and 1890, juries found all of the defendants, except one, to be guilty and sentenced them to either long prison terms
(where most died while incarcerated) or execution. McKanna concludes that
these Native Americans did not receive fair treatment within the American
criminal justice system. The particulars of each court case were distinctive,
but the outcome was always the same. Injustice was served.
The homicide cases McKanna studies include a fight that broke out between two Apache bands engaged in a blood feud, a raiding party that killed
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two Anglo male settlers, a Carlisle School returnee's murder of an army officer, and a White settler's murder attributed to four Apaches convicted on
weak circumstantial evidence. Each trial produced identical problems for
the Native defendants. The Apaches did not understand the criminal justice
system or its language. Nor did the court understand them. The Native Americans did not get adequate legal counsel when justices assigned civil lawyers to
criminal cases. They did not have juries composed of their peers. Judges,
lawyers, and juries were all White at a time when "most whites in Arizona had
been conditioned to view Apaches as the most dangerous of all Indians" (p.
67)' Finally, the trials were shockingly short, with several lasting one-half day
and the longest continuing for only one and one-half days.
These cases make it abundantly clear that the federal courts intended to
extend American sovereignty over the Apaches by using the Major Crimes
Act of 1885, ending the Apache methods of settling internal disputes. Raiding would henceforth be seen as criminal activity. The Apache Wars were
over. Murders of White people, in particular, would not be tolerated and
revenge would be swift and deadly, if not always just. None of this, alas, is
new. It is depressing but not surprising that in the years immediately following the end of warfare, the heavy hand of American injustice came down
hard on Apache people.
Although admittedly limited in its research, this book has value in beginning a systematic study of Native Americans' treatment within the criminal
justice system. McKanna accurately notes that very little work has been
done on this topic, citing only Yasuhide Kawashima's work on Puritan New
England and Sidney Harring's work on Canada. Particularly intriguing would
be a study of Apache and other Native American homicide cases in the
twentieth-century West. How long does McKanna's pattern prevail? Has it
changed yet? A larger database and a more penetrating analysis than this
volume offers would be most welcome.
Sherry L. Smith
Southern Methodist University

The Cherokee Nation: A History. By Robert J. Conley. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2005. xiii + 265 pp. 36 halftones, 2 maps, appendixes, index. $24.95 cloth,

ISBN

0-8263-3234-x.)

According to the book jacket, this study is "the first to be endorsed by the
tribe and the first to be written by a Cherokee." As it is a popular (based
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primarily on secondary sources) rather than an academic work, it does not
provide a new scholarly interpretation; rather it presents a comprehensive
historical narrative from a Cherokee perspective. Robert J. Conley opens
with a brief discussion of precontact history, noting the controversy over the
Bering Strait migration and delving into several theories regarding Cherokee origins. Observing that no origin story can be proven, he ultimately
concludes that the veracity of these conflicting positions is, from "a Native
American perspective" (p. 3), not important. These tales have greater significance: they establish the divine origins of the people and their culture.
Likewise, Conley does not pretend to be objective regarding conquest;
he is sharply critical of Europeans, making no attempt to understand their
actions in their historical context. Indeed, Conley is suspicious of most history based on European documents. He compares European accounts of
Cherokee behavior against his knowledge of his culture and concludes that
much of what has been written about Cherokees is inaccurate. His approach
provides some interesting insights, such as when he challenges the standard
interpretation of a conflict in which Cherokee Beloved Woman Nancy Ward
exposed Dragging Canoe's plans to attack White settlements on the eve of
the American Revolution. Rather than positioning the debate as "the noble
resister versus the traitor," he suggests that, as Cherokee women's customary positions of influence eroded, perhaps Ward's "betrayal" of Dragging
Canoe was an attempt to reassert women's traditional prerogatives to affect
public actions.
The book also differs from a standard monograph that emphasizes analysis of events and the historical forces that shaped them. Conley tends to tell
stories through the eyes of individuals with little analysis beyond a critique
of what he sees as the mainstream view of Cherokee history. His discussion
of removal eschews the usual policy debates, which often reduce Cherokee
responses to a clash of "two sides." Refreshingly, he presents the Cherokee
during removal as five distinct groups-delineated by the extent to which
they accepted removal and when they migrated west-who pursued a range
ofsurvival strategies. Moreover, his narrative continues into the present day,
providing a useful, if somewhat superficial, overview of the entire scope of
Cherokee history.
A well-written and engaging tribal history from the indigenous perspective
is beneficial, highlighting what the Tribal Council deems noteworthy in
Cherokee history. Yet Conley sometimes creates a strawman for his revisionist critique. His suggestions for further reading are based on older sources,
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and he neglects one of the most significant scholars of the Cherokee - Theda
Perdue. Had he consulted more recent scholarship, he would have encountered a much more sympathetic and nuanced view of Cherokee history.
Kath~rine M. B. Osburn

Tennessee Technological University

Mexican Americans and World War II. Edited by Maggie Rivas-Rodriguez.
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 2005. xxiv + 310 pp. 14 halftones, notes,
index. $45.00 cloth, ISBN 0-292-70651-0, $19.95 paper, ISBN 0-292-70681-2.)
World War II was a watershed event for many Americans, but its impact
on Mexican Americans has been largely ignored. Mexican Americans and
World War II fills this gap. The edited collection of wide-ranging articles
provides an excellent history of Mexican American men and women who
proved their importance in the armed forces and in war production industries. Based on original research and oral histories, this compilation illustrates how war experiences for Mexican Americans varied regionally and
how these experiences empowered this minority group to seek equality in
the postwar years.
Thousands of Mexican American women served in the temporary femaledominated work force. They were among the more than eighteen million
American women who endured sexual harassment and racial discrimination while doing their patriotic duty. In addition, these women made compromises to prove to male workers that they were equals. Countless Mexican
American women had full-time jobs before the war and many continued to
work afterward.
Mexican American men at home also faced battles for equality. Hispanos
from Texas were forced to ride Jim Crow buses, sit in segregated movie
theaters, and were sometimes beaten by roving bands of Anglos. Mexican
Americans did not experience anything as apocalyptic as the savage race
riots in Detroit; yet, those living in wartime Los Angeles became victims of
the "pachuco" hysteria. Living and working conditions in the migrant camps
of the Pacific Northwest were also dismal for Mexican nationals participating in the wartime Bracero program. These unheralded workers encountered wage discrimination, awful working conditions, and racial animosity.
Mexican American GIs did not experience the discrimination that African American servicemen experienced; however, they were not treated equal
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to Anglos either. Mexican Americans who served in military uniform were
hopeful that they might make permanent gains once World War II ended.
They were soon rid of such false ideas. War veteran Felix Longoria was refused funeral services in his hometown of Three Rivers, Texas. Justice came
only after the newly formed American GI Forum prodded Sen. Lyndon B.
Johnson to arrange for Longoria's burial in Arlington National Cemetery.
The solid introduction to Mexican Americans and World War II fails to
mention Pres. Franklin D. Roosevelt's race policies. Concerned with reelection and full mobilization of war production, Roosevelt in 1941 established the Fair Employment Practices Committee to combat discrimination
in defense training, vocational programs, war-related factory production,
and federal contracts. In 1943 the War Department created new policies to
avert or contain the outbreak of major racial disturbances such as those that
took place on southern military bases and in Los Angeles and other American cities. The president's reforms both encouraged and stymied the movement for racial equality that would burst forth in the postwar years.
Notwithstanding, Mexican Americans and World War II is an important
and insightful account of one American minority group's experience during World War II. Long the victims of racial discrimination, nearly a half
million Mexican Americans registered for military service. Despite pervasive racism, the wartime service contributed to unprecedented social mobility for a generation of Mexican American men and women.
Zaragosa Vargas
University ofCalifomi a, Santa Barbara

PADRES: The National Chicano Priest Movement. By Richard Edward
Martfnez. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2005. vi + 197 pp. Halftones,
appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $5°.00 cloth, ISBN 0-292-7°644-8,
$19.95 paper, ISBN 0-292-7°678-2.)
For two decades, between 1969 and 1989, PADRES (Padres Asociados
para Derechos Religiosos, Educativos y Sociales) pricked the conscienceor at least got on the nerve-of the American Catholic Church. It did so
by protesting and working for change as an outsider group within the
church. The small band of padres dedicated to reform of a nonresponsive,
non-representative Catholic Church came from diverse backgrounds. Some
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were influenced by the reforms of Vatican II, the emphasis on social reform, and the radicalism of the Latin American church. Others had experience in the civil rights movements of the 1960s-Mrican as well as Hispanic
American. All had experienced the discrimination at the seminaries and
the underrepresentation of Hispanics in the priesthood and church leadership. They came together from Texas, Arizona, and California to change
the complexion of the church leadership.
PADRES talks about the organization and activities of the group: how
they took methods from Saul Alinsky's Chicago-based training grounds for
radical organizers, how they set up a mailing list of two thousand so they
could claim membership ten times their actual strength of two hundred,
and how they wrestled with the hierarchy as well as with Black and Chicano
rights organizations. Eventually a Hispanic bishop was appointed, and later
several others were raised to the position. Then the organization wore out.
Some members became part of the establishment. Some left the church.
Others just went about their business. PADRES never formally disbanded;
it just stopped meeting and acting.
Richard Edward Martinez's book is important in bringing to life an obscure facet of church and civil rights history. It may stand as the only serious
attempt to deal with PADRES, but it is not quite definitive. It is too onesided. Although the variety ofsecondary sources is good, the primary sources
are the personal papers of a half-dozen PADRES leaders as well as the official PADRES archives in the Archdiocese of San Antonio. The preponderance of the footnote citations are oral history interviews, and as the author
notes, although he interviewed thirty-one persons, he emphasized only a
handful of Chicano leaders rather than using more of the material from the
non-Chicano or non-priest interviews. Martinez neglects the hierarchy's
side of the story. Ifhe had used the files of and interviews with the establishment church figures portrayed as obstructionist or biased toward the Irish
church, he might have developed a more nuanced, better balanced work.
The Catholic Church is not yet where PADRES wanted it to be forty
years ago. Although Hispanics represent about 50 percent ofAmerican Catholics, they still have fewer church leaders than the much smaller percentage
of Black Catholics. PADRES is an important addition to the ever-ffiorecrowded bookshelf of Chicano and religious studies.
John H. Barnhill
Houston, Texas
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The American West: Visions and Revisions. By Margaret Walsh. New Studies
in Economic and Social History, no. 50. (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 2005. x + 161 pp. Maps, table, bibliography, index. $4°.00 cloth, ISBN
0-521-59333-6, $14.99 paper, ISBN 0-521-59671-8.)
The American West: Visions and Revisions is intended to be a brief introduction to the history of the American West as well as a guide to the "New
Western History." Over the course of six chapters, Margaret Walsh covers
the basics of nineteenth-century western history, discussing historiography,
land use, migration, ethnicity and gender, the development of the western
economy, and the creation of communities. But Walsh's decision to focus
on the nineteenth century leads her to remake some of the mistakes the
"Old Western" historians made; she does this in three related ways. First,
very broadly speaking, she ignores what is arguably the most exciting and
vibrant work being done on the history of the West: that concerning the
twentieth century. Second, she denies the "New Western" historians credit
for one of their greatest contributions: moving the historiography forever
away from an almost singular focus on the nineteenth century. And finally,
she effectively places Indians back in their old historiographical role: as
impediments to western progress who were subjugated at the end of the
frontier period. As it was Walsh's intention to showcase the work of the
"New Western" historians, and to make clear that western historiography
has once and for all transcended the sins of the "Old Western" historians,
there is considerable irony in Walsh's achievement. To her credit, she does
make clear that women and minorities are now part of western historiography, and that environmental history, too, has become a staple of the western historian's diet.
A brieflook at her treatment ofIndians and land policy will give the reader
a sense of the book's limitations in terms of scope and accuracy. She writes:
[After the] federal government settled treaties with numerous groups ...
[and] settlers continued to invade native lands, Indians were steadily
moved west of the Mississippi River and then onto reservations or
enclosures. Even these areas were subjected to further invasion when
the Dawes Severalty Act of 1892 [sic] insisted that native groups adopt
white individualistic patterns of land holding. The sums awarded by
the Indian Claims Commission to communities who gave up their
original domains are some recognition that native peoples lost their
lands unfairly. A vibrant Euro-American western movement pushed
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aside peoples who were deemed racially inferior and who were
considered to use land inefficiently by capitalist standards of profit
maximization. Land policy failed Native Americans (pp. 28-29).
After being "finally subdued at the Battle ofWounded Knee in 1890" (p. 18),
Indians quietly dropped out of the history and historiography of the American West.
Several major omissions struck me as odd. There is no substantial discussion of the role of the state, of the ever-growing power and presence of
the federal government, nor is there anything beyond a passing nod toward
water, one of the West's most bedeviling historical and contemporary problems. When discussing the Gold Rush, and its myriad impacts on the West
generally and California specifically, Walsh makes no mention of the ill
effects the event had on California's Indian population. Likewise, in the
discussion of mining, one would never learn about the considerable mining
operations in southern Arizona or in Butte, Montana. Is this because they
too uncomfortably straddle the fence between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries?
The book is simply too short, and frustratingly thin in analysis, to do
justice to such a large and growing field. Works of synthesis are to be welcomed, but for now we will have to live with the several excellent, albeit
much longer, ones we already have.
Christian McMillen
University of Virginia

Preserving Western History. Edited by Andrew Gulliford. (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 2005. vii + 415 pp. 153 halftones, 31 line
drawings, maps, notes, index. $34.95 paper, ISBN 0-8263-3310-9.)
This exceptional set of essays meets a long-standing need as the first text
to focus exclusively on the practice of public history in the American West.
Preserving Western History is structured like a standard college reader. ltis
divided into seven major topics: historical archaeology, cultural interpretation in museums, Hispanic culture, Native American preservation issues,
women's history, environmental history, and the preservation of cultural
landscapes. (In addition, the Native American and cultural landscapes segments include chapter-length case studies on the Sand Creek Massacre and
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the preservation of mining landscapes respectively.) Each section begins
with the editor's "headnotes," and includes between two and five essays
addressing specific issues, problems, and projects within the thematic area.
Most of the essays were written specifically for the volume. They are generally lively and personal, reflecting the various authors' commitment to public history in the West. Each essay concludes with a series ofstudy questions
intended to provide a basis for in-class discussion. Although the geographic
scope of the essays covers the breadth of the American West, readers will
find the Southwest and Southern Rockies particularly well covered.
The impact of the (no longer) "New Western History" is evident through c
out the book. This is not surprising, considering that the New Western historians, most notably Patricia Limerick, have often been vocal proponents
of public history. With an eye toward gender, ethnic, and racial inclusiveness, as well as a willingness to tackle the thorny issues of racial and economic inequality, conquest, and disposition, the topics and essays here reflect
the central themes of that school while steering clear of celebratory frontier
narratives. Gulliford observes that the contributors avoid writing about
"Western heritage" because "too often 'heritage' is perceived as the history
that local communities would prefer to have had in contrast to the actual
stories that need to be told" (p. 3).
Even so, the authors remain sensitive, as all good public historians must,
to the needs and interests of local communities. William Wroth's essay is a
case in point. He describes the types of intercultural negotiation and collaboration that might take place in mounting exhibits of Native American
and Hispanic Art. Moving from the premise that museums must do more
than simply present aesthetic information, Wroth argues that "the primary
purpose of an [cultural] exhibition must be to benefit the indigenous community" (p. 52). In fact this is the key to doing good public history of any
sort, whether the community be a Native American Pueblo village in New
Mexico or an Anglo ranching community on the Northern Plains.
Ultimately, Preserving Western History succeeds exactly as intended, as a
teaching tool. With growing numbers of undergraduate and graduate students seeking training in the field, it will doubtless become a standard text
in public history courses at Western universities.
Gregory E. Smoak
Colorado State University
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Sunset Limited: The Southern Pacific Railroad and the Development of the
American West, 1850-1930. By Richard]. Orsi. (Berkeley: University of Cali-

fornia Press, 2005· xxii + 615 pp. 58 halftones, 4 maps, notes, index. $29.95
cloth, ISBN 0-520-20019-5.)
These days it is difficult to make an argument that something great is
truly great. Invariably, some theorist is likely to take issue with the concept
of greatness, arguing that is just a state of mind. My state of mind notwithstanding, this is flat out the best history of any railroad ever written by a
scholar of the American West. It is not that Richard J. Orsi is entertaining; it
is rather that he keeps the issues in perspective. The proper criticism is all
here - the defenseless settler versus the powerful Octopus and the rape of
the environment the railroads caused. Or did they, asks Orsi. Was the Southern Pacific Railroad truly a heartless, mindless blob?
Name what you thought you knew about railroads in the West, and this
book will set you straight. Similarly, blame Orsi's masterful command of
the English language if you cannot put it down. The book represents not
only thirty years of exhaustive research, but also countless rewrites, and they
show. No one brings together this amount of information-this engagingly
written-without sweating over every sentence.
Layer by layer, the principal themes emerge, most memorably, that any
railroad had to be mindful of its environment to prosper and survive. There
are four major pillars to Orsi's story. Each is a section of the book: land
settlement, water, agriculture, and conservation. An opening section, titled
"Foundations," reminds us of the land itself. Unquestionably, the Southern
Pacific Railroad changed the land. But while other historians simply condemn those changes, Orsi proves that railroad management was often at the
forefront of conservation, whether affecting soils, forests, water, or national
parks. "It is not my purpose to 'whitewash' the Southern Pacific's history,"
he writes, admitting that such critics will remain (p. xvii). Regardless, those
critics especially need to see "beyond the dichotomous model, which, I
have found, is not supported by the evidence" (p. xvii). Inevitably, the conflicts between the Southern Pacific Railroad and its protagonists were as
complex as the West itself, and often-which the dichotomous model fails
to show-led the railroad's detractors to side with the corporation in promoting their mutual interests.
To be sure, perhaps the lasting value of this history is to remind us what
happened to the environment when Americans abandoned railroads.
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Consider the difference between constructing any railroad and the interstate highway system. The railroads would never have dreamed of scarring
the landscape as frivolously. After all, the railroads hoped to sell the natural
beauty of the West to passengers, just as the trucking industry could not care
less. Granted, railroads caused forest fires and logging damage, which Orsi
beautifully illustrates through the damning pen of John Muir. But that is
just the point-Muir could see, too, when the railroads were stewards, they
allowed the land to recover. Where among today's environmental critics is
a similar admission that railroads could both open the land and save it?
The world of the Southern Pacific Railroad was by no means perfect or
benign. But it was a world built from the honest belief that life is about
making choices. The mistaken choice remains our own. Once America chose
highways over railroads, the landscape was sure to suffer. Unlike railroads,
highways were not about investing in the industries and landscapes they
hoped to serve. Ultimately, if Americans ever rediscover that vanished partnership, this masterful history will have shown us why we should.
Alfred Runte
Seattle, Washington

Book Notes

Western Places, American Myths: How We Think about the West. Edited by
Gary J. Hausladen. Wilbur S. Shepperson Series in History and Humanities, edited by Jerome E. Edwards. (2003; reprint, Reno: University of Nevada Press, 2006. xiv + 343 pp. Halftones, maps, tables, index. $24.95 paper,
ISBN

0-87417-662-X.)

The Eagle and the Virgin: Nation and Cultural Revolution in Mexico, 19201940. Edited by Mary Kay Vaughan and Stephen E. Lewis. (Durham, N.C.:
Duke University Press, 2006. ix + 363 pp. Halftones, color plates, maps,
index. $23.95 paper,

ISBN

0-8223-3668-5.)

Yellowstone Command: Colonel Nelson A. Miles and the Great Sioux War,
1876-1877. By Jerome A. Greene. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
2006. xv + 333 pp. Halftones, maps, appendix, notes, bibliography, index.

$19·95 paper,

ISBN

0-8061-3755-x,)

Parks after Dark: A Beginner's Guide to Stargazing in the National Parks. By
Rick Shaffer. (Tucson, Ariz.: Western National Parks Association, 2006. 40
pp. Color plates, tables, chart. $7.95 paper,

ISBN

1-58369-062-X.)

Facing Southwest: The Life and Houses of John Gaw Meem. By Chris Wilson, photography by Robert Reck. Paperback edition. (New York: W. W.
Norton, 2005. 178 pp. Halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $35.00 paper,
ISBN

0-393-73175-8.)

Apache Leaders, Warriors, Renegades, and Scouts. By Toby Giese. (Kansas
City, Mo.: n.p., 2004. 64 pp. Halftones, map, index. $18.00,

ISBN

0-8309-

1154-5·)
Life among the Texas Indians: The WPA Narratives. By David La Vere. Elma
Dill Russell Spencer Foundation Series in the West and Southwest. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2006. xvii + 270 pp. Halftones,
maps, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95 paper,

ISBN
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Tiffany Blue: The True Story of Turquoise, Tiffany and James P. McNulty in
Territorial New Mexico, 1892-1933. Patricia McGraw. (Santa Fe: Lone Butte
Press, 2006. viii + 378 pp. Halftones, maps. $19.95 paper, ISBN 0-9666860-5-5.)
Haunted by Empire: Geographies of Intimacy in North American History.
Edited by Ann Laura Stoler. American Encounters/Global Interactions,
edited by Gilbert M. Joseph and Emily S. Rosenberg. (Durham, N.C.: Duke
University Press, 2006. xvii+ 544 pp. Halftones, notes, bibliography, index.

$26.95 paper, ISBN 0-8223-3724-X.)

News Notes

Archives, Exhibits, and Historic (Web) Sites

The Roswell Museum and Art Center announces the opening of "West of
Beyond." The permanent exhibit is composed of the Rogers and Mary Ellen
Aston Collection of the American West and opens 28 October 2006. Over
two thousand artifacts dated from the sixteenth through the twentieth centuries are featured. The museum is located at 100 West Eleventh Street,
Roswell, New Mexico. For more information, call (505) 624-6744, or visit
the museum website: www.roswellmuseum.org/admission-location.html.

Calendar of Events

1-5 November 2006: The American Society for Ethnohistory announces its
2006 conference, "Commemorating Encounters: Reenactments and Reinterpretations." The event will be held at the Williamsburg Hospitality House,
Williamsburg, Virginia. For more information, visit the society website: http://
ethnohistory.org.

2-5 November 2006: The International Conference on Caribbean Studies
will take place on South Padre Island, Texas. For more information, please
contact Dr. Hector R. Romero, Professor of Hispanic Studies, Department
of Modern Languages and Literatures, CAS 329, University of Texas-Pan
American, Edinburg, Texas, 78539-2999; (956) 381-3441; email: hrromero@
panam.edu; or visit the website: www.panam.edu/dept/modlang/caribel.htm.
28-29 November 2006: The Center for the Rocky Mountain West and the
Cinnabar Foundation will hold the first of a two-part conference, "A Critical Review of the Challenges Facing the U.S. Forest Service." The conference will be held in Missoula, Montana. For more information, visit the
website: www.crmw.org.
1 December 2006: Deadline for submissions to the fifty-fourth annual Conference of the Rocky Mountain Council for Latin American Studies. The
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conference will be held in Santa Fe, New Mexico, 24-27 January 2007. The
selection committee welcomes all general topics in Latin American history;
please provide a paper title and short abstract (not to exceed one-page, singlespaced). For more information, contact William H. Beezley, Secretary,
RMCLAS; (S20) 626-7242; email: beezley@emai!.arizona.edu; or visit the
website: www.rmclas.org.

15 December 2006: Deadline for submissions to the Council on America's
Military Past forty-first annual Military History Conference, to be held 9-13
May 2007 at the Clarion Hotel in Hampton, Virginia. Papers dealing with
the military's role in the American Revolution, Civil War and World War II
in the Tidewater Area, and the Indian Wars in the settlement of the American western frontier are particularly welcomed. Proposals for twenty-minute
presentations (with slides if desired) should be addressed to: CAMP 20007
Conference Papers, P.O. Box llSl, Fort Myer, Virginia 22211-11Sl. For more
information, call (703) 912-6124; or email: campharh@ao!.com.
12-15 April200T The National Council on Public History announces its
2007 conference, "Many Histories, Many Places-Common Ground?"
The conference will be held at La Fonda Hotel, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
For more information, visit the website: http://www.ncph.orgho07annual
mtg.htm!.
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